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ABSTRACT
Moops is a PHP/MySQL based Web application designed to 
provide the students taking the CSCI655 Graduate Software 
Engineering course at California State University, San 
Bernardino with an intuitive, easy to use tool to implement 
the Personal Software Process (PSP). The PSP is a software 
engineering methodology, aimed at improving the quality of 
software, making estimating and planning more accurate, and 
reducing the number of software defects. Moops provides a 
simple interface which is easily recognizable to users 
familiar with the forms of the PSP. Using the PSP for 
software development can be a tedious, error-prone process. 
Moops eliminates the possibility of copy errors by 
requiring users to enter each piece of data in only one 
location and copying it for them to any other locations in 
which it must appear. .Moops also eliminates the 
possibility of errors in calculations by completing all 
calculations for the user. Because it is based completely 
on open source software, it is possible to deploy Moops 
anywhere with no additional software costs involved.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The Personal Software Process (PSP) , developed by­
Watts S. Humphrey at the Carnegie Mellon Software 
Engineering Institute (SEI), is an attempt to apply a 
defined, repeatable process to software engineering 
projects. Having a well-defined process allows software 
engineers to plan, track, and predict their work more 
efficiently. Using statistical■analysis tools, the PSP 
allows software engineers to make predictions about future 
software engineering projects based on data collected from 
past projects. The PSP provides methods for tracking data 
on time, lines of code,, and program defects.
While the usefulness of the PSP can be debated [1], 
this project will make no attempt to analyze or justify the 
use of the PSP. Moops was created for the software 
engineer who has already decided to use the PSP. Moops is 
a tool to assist in the implementation of the PSP, 
specifically, but not exclusively, aimed at the students of 
the CSCI655 Graduate Software Engineering class at 
California State University, San Bernardino. Moops aims to 
fulfill the needs of these students in progressing through
the PSP while still being usable in software engineering 
projects outside of that particular class setting.
1.1 Background
In his Master's Thesis [1], Paul Conrad recognizes the 
need for an automated system to support the use of the PSP. 
Conrad describes three classes of errors that can occur 
when using the PSP: omission errors, calculation errors, 
and transcription errors. Omission errors occur when the 
user fails to include a piece of data or fails to complete 
a required calculation. Calculation errors occur when the 
user makes a mistake in a calculation or carries out the 
wrong calculation. Transcription errors occur when the 
user copies a value from one form to another incorrectly or 
copies a value to the wrong field on a form. Any 
implementation of an automated system to help with the use 
of the PSP should attempt to address all of these error 
types.
Several implementations for the PSP already exist, 
including the Personal Software Process (PSP) Scriber by 
Heng-Jui Tsao [13]. The biggest strength of PSP Scriber is 
that it is aimed specifically at the CSCI655 class at 
CSUSB. This makes it very easy for students in the class 
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to begin using PSP Scriber without wasting valuable time 
learning how to use the software.
While the PSP Scriber does an excellent job 
implementing the PSP, it does have a couple of 
shortcomings. First is the fact that'it is very tightly 
geared toward the CSCI655 class at CSUSB. For example, it 
makes the implicit assumption that the user will be writing 
ten programs over the course of ten weeks beginning at PSPO 
and progressing to PSP3. This makes it difficult for a 
student who wants to use it outside of the class structure.
The second shortcoming of PSP Scriber is that it is 
based on an Oracle database. This means that if a user 
wanted to set up their own PSP Scriber server, they would 
need access to an Oracle server, or would need to set up 
one of their own. This would, no doubt, represent a 
significant dollar investment.
There are other PSP implementations available
[10][15], but they are so general that the student would 
spend a significant amount of time learning to use that 
software. For the CSCI655 student, who has ten programming 
assignments to complete in ten weeks, plus a term 
programming assignment and paper, time.is critical. They 
3
need something they can start using right away, so there is 
no valuable time lost in learning a new piece of software.
1.2 Purpose of Moops
The purpose of Moops is to bridge the gap between PSP 
Scriber, geared very specifically to the CSCI655 class, and 
other available PSP implementations which are so general 
they are difficult to use immediately without valuable time 
spent learning the software. The forms of Moops are 
designed to be identical to the paper forms distributed in 
the CSCI655 class. Students who have studied the PSP and 
understand how to complete the PSP forms will recognize 
those same forms in Moops. Filling out the paper forms is 
a very tedious and error-prone process. Filling out the 
forms in Moops is easy, as each piece of data need only be 
entered once by the user. Moops will perform all necessary 
calculations and copy the data to any other forms where it 
needs to appear. This eliminates any chance of errors due 
to typos or erroneous calculations by the user.
Moops can reduce the number of omission errors by 
performing all calculations for the user. It should be 
noted that omission errors could still occur if the user 
fails to enter a required piece of data. Moops eliminates 
4
the chance of calculation errors by performing all 
calculations for the user. Moops greatly reduces the 
chance of transcription errors by requiring the user to 
enter each piece of data only once.
All of the software used by Moops, including the 
database, is open source and available free of charge. 
Users who desire to set up their own Moops servers are able 
to do so without needing to purchase any additional 
software. Students who find the PSP useful may continue to 
use it in all of their software engineering projects by 
setting up a Moops server of their own.
1.3 Origin of Moops
In an episode of the television series Seinfeld, the 
character George Costanza, played by Jason Alexander, is 
playing a game of Trivial Pursuit. To win the game, his 
opponent needs to correctly answer the question, "Who 
invaded Spain in the 8th century?" When his opponent 
correctly answers, "The Moors," George replies, "Oh, Noooo, 
I'm so sorry. It's the Moops. The correct answer is, The 
Moops." When his opponent insists that the card is simply 
a misprint, George again replies, "I'm sorry, the card says 
Moops." This anecdote not only provides the name for this 
5
project, but serves as an important reminder that any 
documentation is only as useful as it is accurate. While 
Moops can handle any calculations and transcriptions of 
data for the user, it is ultimately up to the user to 
collect and enter the data correctly.
6
CHAPTER TWO
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Purpose
The purpose is to provide the students taking the
CS655 Graduate Software Engineering course at CSUSB with an 
intuitive and easy to use tool to implement the Personal 
Software Process described by Watts S. Humphrey in A 
Discipline for Software Engineering.
While the PSP is not an overly complicated process to 
follow, it can be at times tedious, as there are many forms 
to fill out which must all be filled out correctly.
Filling the forms out by hand is not only tedious, but is 
also a very error-prone process. With that in mind, the 
purposes of this system are:
1. Simplify the process of filling out all the forms 
involved in the PSP.
2. Make it easier for the student to use the PSP "out 
of the box." The student should be able to use 
the forms immediately.
3. Create a system that students may easily continue 
to use in the rest of their software engineering 
7
career if they so choose. This means the system 
must be simple to set up and run on a personal 
server, not hard-wired to the requirements of the 
CS655 class, and have an open architecture that is 
easily extensible.
2.1.2 Scope
This system will implement the PSP levels 0 through 3. 
Students will be able to easily track time, defects, lines 
of code, and task and schedule planning. The goal of the 
system is that the student will only be required to enter 
each datum once, and the system will then do the necessary 
calculations and produce the appropriate forms.
The concept of this system is that the Project Plan 
Summary should be calculated automatically, based on values 
from the Time Recording Log, Defect Recording Log, Size 
Estimating Template, Task Planning Template, and Schedule 
Planning Template.
In addition to the Project Plan Summary, another major 
part of this system will be the Size Estimating Template. 
These two forms together, Project Plan Summary and Size 
Estimating Template, will be the main focus of this system. 
These two forms are the ones that contain the most 
8
complicated and tedious computations and thus naturally 
lend themselves to a system such as this.
The system will also produce other reports unrelated 
to the data calculations from the forms above. For 
example, the Test Report Template, Design Review Checklist, 
Code Review Checklist, and formatted test results will be 
part of the system even though they are not directly 
related to any of the data calculations. The goal of 
adding these forms is to make the process simpler for the 
student to complete compared with filling out the forms by 
hand.
2.1.3 Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations
CSS
Cascading Style Sheets - Web technology that allows 
the implementation of the style or look and feel of 
Web pages to be separated from the implementation of 
the content.
GUI
Graphical User Interface - The visible interface of a 
software application that the user interacts with, 
usually using a pointing device.
IE
Microsoft Internet Explorer.
9
Javascript
A Web-based scripting language with many similarities 
to the Java programming language. Javascript is 
downloaded from a server and run within the user's Web 
browser.
Linux
An open source UNIX operating system.
LOC
Lines of code.
00
Object Oriented - A programming paradigm in which the 
behavior of data is designed as part of the data. It 
allows encapsulation of data, inheritance, and 
polymorphi sm.
PIP
Process Improvement Proposal.
PSP
Personal Software Process - As defined by Watts
Humphrey in A Discipline for Software Engineering.
SRS
Software Requirements Specification.
YUI
Yahoo User Interface Library
10
2.1.4 References
See page 196.
2.1.5 Overview
The rest of this document will have two more major 
sections and appendices. The- second section will contain 
all the product outlines, perspective, function, interface, 
and user characteristics. The third section will include 
some specific requirements.
2.2 Overall Description
2.2.1 Product Perspective
Moops is an online application that implements the 
PSP. It not only makes the filling out of the PSP forms 
simpler, but it also saves the history for a user which 
allows users to easily make predictions for future projects 
using PSP.
A user begins by creating a program and choosing a PSP 
level to associate with that program. Once the program is 
created, it will be added to the user's list of programs on 
the Moops home page. The user may then click on the 
program in the list on the Moops home page to begin working 
with that program. Once a program has been chosen from the 
11
program list, all of the PSP forms, scripts, and help for 
that program are available from the menu system.
2.2.1.1 System Interfaces. Moops utilizes a Web 
interface. It can be accessed from any internet 
connection. Supported Web browsers are Microsoft Internet 
Explorer and Mozilla Firefox.
HTTP
TCP/IP
'--
Client
I I Web Browser
AJAX 
(Javascript)
[
[
Figure 1. Deployment Diagram
2.2.1.2 User Interfaces. There are two main user 
interfaces in Moops. The main user interface is the 
interface that users will use to create and work with 
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programs in the system. There is also an administrator 
interface that allows an administrator to create, delete, 
and modify users of the system.
2.2.1.3 Hardware Interfaces. No hardware interface.
2.2.1.4 Software Interfaces. Moops is accessed via 
the internet using either Microsoft Internet Explorer or 
Mozilla Firefox running on any platform. The server is an 
Apache Web server running on a CentOS Linux machine. Other 
than Microsoft Internet Explorer, which is not strictly 
required, all software is available free of charge under 
the standard GNU license.
2.2.1.5 Communication Interfaces. Moops is accessible 
from any internet connection using a Web browser. No 
special network protocols are required.
2.2.1.6 Memory Constraints. 128 MB RAM minimum.
2.2.1.7 Operations. Moops will be available 24 hours 
a day. Backups can be done using a mysqldump of the 
database.
2.2.2 Product Functions
The use case diagram in Figure 2 below shows which 
types of users will perform which actions in the system. 
There is one special user, the administrator user, who will 
have access to create and delete other users. All other
13
users will have the same level of access. Each user will 
be able to create programs, fill out forms, and print 
forms.
Figure 2. Use Case Diagram
Q
A
User
2.2.3 User Characteristics
The projected users of Moops will be the Graduate
Software Engineering class (CS655) at CSUSB. The students 
will be familiar with the PSP and should recognize all the 
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forms in the system from the PSP. Ideally, the students 
would be able to easily implement their own Moops system on 
their own machine if they want to continue using Moops for 
their software projects after CS'655.
2.2.4 Constraints
Moops will be used by the fall 2007 CSCI655 class and 
all of the functionality required by the students of the 
class will be implemented before it is needed by the 
students. As the students in CSCI655 progress through the 
levels of the PSP, each level will be fully implemented and 
available in Moops as the students need it.
2.2.5 Assumptions and Dependencies
It is assumed that users of Moops will be fully 
familiar with the PSP. Moops is not intended to be a 
learning tool to help understand the PSP, but rather an aid 
in filling out and maintaining all of the different forms 
of the PSP.
2.3 Specific Requirements
2.3.1 External Interfaces
The Moops logo will appear at the top of the screen 
immediately followed by the YUI navigation menu. When a 
user first connects to the page, the menu will contain only 
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the Forms, Scripts, and Help options. The login page is 
shown in Figure 3 below.
If a user does not yet have a login and password for
Moops, they will still be able to view all the Forms and
Scripts of the PSP as implemented by Moops. Figure 4,
16
below, shows a user navigating to the Project Plan Summary 
for PSP2 without logging into Moops. The scripts are 
available in a similar manner. Also available at the 
initial login page is the Help menu. On the login page, 
the Moops FAQ is available from the Help menu before 
logging into Moops.
___________
j Address|©^http://moopsjas csusb.edu'8080/index.php
E
1,'3J http ://moops.ias,csusb.edu:8080/5ummary.php?psp=PSP2
Forms ’’ ' Scripts Help ‘
i Summary „ ►, PSPO Ii
Cycle Summary ► pspo.i h
| Time Log PSP1 h
1 Defect Log PSP1.1 H
Size Est Template _PSP2_,
i Design Review Checklist PSP2.1 [i
1 Code Review Checklist PSP3 [j
| Task Planning Template togirq—■
: Forgot Password?
Schedule Planning Template
PIP
If vou have any Questions or comments please contact the Webmaster
.ft....a...........:...... -- .................. ■ :................<...? „■ i
I .'T C, r r {^Internet
Figure 4. Forms Menu (Logged Out)
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2,3.1.1 Moops Home Page. Once logged in, the user 
will be taken to the Moops home page. On this page, the 
user can create and delete programs., or choose a program 
with which to work. Once the user is logged in, the
Logged in as tom
Create Program
Program Name:j
PSP Level: [pspo J..........
CreateProgram j
My Programs
IName i Number; Level
Delete j(Assignment 9i 8 ? PSP2
lAssignment 8! 7 PSP2 Delete |
(Assignment 6! 6 PSP1.1 ■ Delete |
1 1
lAssignment 5l 5 i PSP1.1 Delete |
(Assignment 4 i 4 j PSP1 1
................J
Delete |
(Assignment 3! 3 PSP0.1
..... ■
Delete |
QDone _ _ - , ' | Internet £
Figure 5. Moops Home Page
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Options menu is also available on the menu bar. The
Options menu allows the user to go to the Profile page -or 
to log out of Moops.
2.3.1.2 Admin Home Page. When logging into Moops as 
the admin user, the admin home page will be shown instead 
of the Moops home page. From the admin home page, the
I Address http://moops.ias.csusb edu 8080/admm php
i^Moops-Mici usull luh'irit I I cplfirfi
. Logged in as admin
Create Users
Usemame:i| -I
Email: i|
Create User (
Users
'Q Done ' , 1 internet
tom Jgrglert@csusb.edu 1 Edit i Reset Password . Delete
concep ; I c one ep @c sci. c susb. e du
i Edit I Reset Password Delete
johanses i|johanses@csusb. edu 1 Edit | Reset Password Delete
rappair irapp air@c susb. e du ] Edit | Reset Password Delete
mahabeed ;imahabeed@csusb. edu Edit | ; Reset Password •• Delete
zhux ;(zhux@csusb.edu i Edit
[ Reset Password rDelete
Figure 6. Admin Home Page 
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administrator can add, delete, and edit users. When users 
are created, an email is automatically sent to the user 
which contains the user's username and an automatically 
generated temporary password. The first time the new user 
logs into Moops, the user must first change the temporary 
password before being granted access to the other Moops 
features.
2.3.2 System Features
Moops will support all forms for all levels of the 
PSP. The Moops Web versions of the forms should be as 
close to identical to the paper versions of the forms as 
possible. Ideally, for the end user, filling out the 
electronic versions of the forms will be identical to 
filling out the paper versions except that the Moops 
versions will take care of some of the work and overhead 
for the user.
2.3.2.1 Time Log. The time log in the PSP will be 
implemented as the Moops time log page. The time log will 
be available in all' levels of the PSP. Entries in the time 
log will be sorted by date and start time.
2.3.2.1.1 Purpose. The time log will allow users 
to enter, delete, and edit time log data. Users will enter
20
|££Moops- Assighnii‘id 1 Muimnfl Intern* tOpInpr
OptionsHome ; Programs ■ Forms
Assignment 1 - Time Recording Log
[Date (Stait (Stop lint. Time (Phase (Comments
[|2D08-04-15 t2:1B. ''ll •| |j0 ]•] Planning ....................................... [ Submit |
Date Start Stop lint. Time iDelta Time liPliase 1 Comments
2007-01-13 9:30 9:49 [0 I19 |iPlanning [Edit] Delete j.
2007-01-13 9:50 10:29 [|o I39 ipesign ‘ •Edit) Delete |
2007-01-13 10:35 11:55 |15 ,65 [Cods Coffee break Edit | Delete 11
2007-01-13 12:00 12:25 [0 I25 IlCompile ■ :Edit | Delete [ ■
2007-01-13 13:00 13:15 jo I15 (iTest 'Edit | Delete | ■
2007-01-16 11:04 11:24 |o 20 ^Postmortem Edit | Delete
Total: 183
A
"J
Figure 7. Time Log
the date, start time, stop time, interruption time, and 
phase. Moops will calculate the delta time based on the 
user input. Moops will also keep a running total time 
which will be displayed at the bottom of the page. There 
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will also be a comments field associated with each time 
entry. Filling in the comments field is optional.
2.3.2.1.2 Response Sequence. The user will enter 
the date, start time, stop time, interruption time, and 
optional comments into text boxes. The phase will be 
selected from a drop-down box. When the user deletes an ■ 
entry from the time log, Moops will delete the row from the 
displayed table and update the Total Time field. When the 
user edits a time log entry, Moops will update the Total 
Time and resort the rows in the table if necessary.
2.3.2.1.3 Functional Requirements. Moops will 
validate data entered by the user. The acceptable date 
formats are mm-dd-yy, mm-dd-yyyy, mm/dd/yy, and mm/dd/yyyy. 
If the user enters an invalid date, Moops will display a 
pop-up error message indicating the correct date format. 
Moops will validate the times entered by the user. Valid 
time formats are h:mm and hh:mm. Moops will also determine 
which Phases should be available in the phase drop-down 
based on the PSP level of the current program.
2.3.2.2 Defect Recording Log. The PSP defect 
recording log will be implemented as the Moops defect 
recording log page. The defect recording log page will be
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Figure 8. Defect Recording Log
as close to identical to the paper defect recording log as 
possible. The defect log is available at all levels of the 
PSP.
2.3.2.2.1 Purpose. The defect recording log will
allow users to enter, delete, and edit data related to the 
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defect recording log in PSP. Users will enter the date, 
type of defect, inject phase, remove phase, fix time, fix 
reference, and description. The fix reference is optional.
2.3.2.2.2 Response Sequence. The user will enter 
the date, fix time, and description in text boxes. The 
defect type, inject phase, remove phase, and fix reference 
will be selected from drop-down boxes. ■
2.3.2.2.3 Functional Requirements. Moops will 
assign each entry in the defect recording log a unique 
number and will update the numbers and the fix reference 
numbers that reference them when defects are added or 
deleted. Moops will also validate the data in the date 
field on insert or update operations. Valid date formats 
are mm-dd-yy, mm-dd-yyyy, mm/dd/yy, and mm/dd/yyyy.
2.3.2.3 Project Plan Summary. The project plan 
summary is a summary of all the data collected for the 
program. The project plan summary is available in every 
level of the PSP, but is different at each level. 
Generally, each level of the PSP adds more complexity to 
the project plan summary.
2.3.2.3.1 Purpose. Since the project plan 
summary is a summary of the program, most of the data can 
be entered automatically by Moops. At each level of the
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Total LOC (I)
Actual .
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Time iu Phase (mill) Plan Actual To Date To Date %
Planning 19 19 10.4
Design 39 39 21.3
Code 65 65 ' ' 35.5
Compile 25 25 13.7
Test 15 15 8.2
Postmortem 20 20 10.9
Total |240... . ...... : 183 183 100
^|Done
Defects Injected Actual. ... ........To Date........... To Date %
................. 1.J  > 1 i Internet/ . 'a
Figure 9. Project Plan Summary (PSPO)
PSP, there are generally two or three fields in the project 
plan summary that the user needs to fill in manually.
At PSPO, the user needs to fill in the plan total time 
and the actual total LOC. The actual total LOC is not 
actually part of the PSPO project plan summary, but is 
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inserted here as a convenient place to store this data.
This is the only difference between the Moops and PSP paper 
versions of this form. At PSP0.1,- in addition to the plan 
total time and the actual total LOC, the user also needs to 
fill in the plan new and changed LOC, actual base LOC, 
actual deleted LOC, actual modified LOC, and actual reused 
LOC. At PSP1, PSP1.1, and PSP2, the user need only fill in 
the plan total time, plan new and modified LOC., and actual 
total LOC. At PSP3, the user only needs to fill in the 
plan total time.
2.3.2.3.2 Response Sequence. The user will enter
- the required values based on PSP level.
2.3.2.3.3 Functional Requirements. Moops will 
validate all input and update the form accordingly.
2.3.2.4 Size Estimating Template. The size estimating 
template is part of PSP1 and up.
2.3.2.4.1 Purpose. Moops will include a modified 
version of the size estimating template in PSPO and PSPO.1. 
This limited version of the size estimating template will 
only be used to store reusable objects created at those 
levels that may be reused in future programs. PSP1 and up 
will have a fully implemented form.
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Internet
Figure 10. Size Estimating Template
m
2.3.2.4.2 Response Sequence. On the size 
estimating template, the user will enter estimated and
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Figure 11. Size Estimating Template (continued)
-actual LOC for base, deleted, and modified. The user will
also list any base additions, new objects, and reused 
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objects. On the bottom section of the size estimating 
template, the user will choose the PROBE estimating method. 
For PROBE estimating methods A and B, the user will also 
select a prediction interval. For PROBE estimating methods 
C and D, the user will enter a prediction range.
2.3.2.4.3 Functional Requirements. Moops will 
keep and display a running total for estimated and actual 
base LOC, new object LOC, and reused object LOC. The 
reused object drop-down will be populated by Moops with 
reusable objects from previous programs. The list will 
include the object name and the name of the program in
Cannot delete "Deque1'!- It is being:reused by programs "Assignment 4", "Assignment 6", "Assignment 8" and "Assignment 9".
....OK"
Figure 12. Cannot Delete Pop Up
which that object was created. Moops will not allow users
to delete new objects which are being reused in later
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programs. When a user attempts to delete such an object, 
Moops will display an appropriate error message.
Moops will also validate the PROBE estimating method 
chosen by the user. If the user chooses an invalid PROBE 
estimating method, Moops will automatically change it to 
the highest valid method.
2.3.2.5 Review Checklists. The design review and code 
review checklists are available at PSP2 and up. At PSP3 
there are columns of checkboxes for high level and for each 
cycle.
2.3.2.5.1 Purpose. The review checklists present 
a number of requirements for both the design and code phase 
of the PSP. The user needs to complete these checklists 
when doing the design and code reviews.
2.3.2.5.2 Response Sequence. The user will check 
off each item as it is completed in both phases.
2.3.2.5.3 Functional Requirements. Moops will 
update and store the data entered by the user.
2.3.2.6 Planning Templates. The task planning 
template and schedule planning template are used in 
planning and time management in the PSP.
2.3.2.6.1 Purpose. The task planning template 
allows the user to plan a date on which they will complete
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Assignment 9 - Design Review Checklist
j Complete
■i
Verify that the design covers all of the applicable requirements.
- All specified outputs are produced.
- All needed inputs are furnished.
- All required includes are stated.
E 1
External Limits i
Where the design assumes or relies upon external limits, determine if 
behavior is correct at nominal values, at limits, and beyond limits. E '.....J
Logic
- Verify-that program sequencing is proper. |
Stacks, lists, and so on are in the proper order. ( i
Recursion unwinds properly.
- Verify that all loops are properly initiated, incremented, and terminated.
- Examine each conditional statement and verify all cases.
e ;
r ■ ........
:
Internal Limits
Where the design assumes or relies upon internal limits, determine if behavior j 
is correct at nominal values, at limits, and beyond limits.
E ,
Special Cases
..................... .......
- Check all special cases.
- Ensure proper operation with empty, full, minimum, maximum, negative, 
and ero values for all variables.
- Protect against out-of-limits, overflow, and,underflow conditions.
- Ensure "impossible" conditions are absolutely impossible.
- Handle all possible incorrect or error conditions.
E |
Functional Use
- Verify that all functions, procedures, or methods are fully understood and 
properly used.
- Verify that all externally referenced abstractions are precisely defined.
E J
System
Considerations
- Verify that the program does not cause system limits to be exceeded.
- Verify that all security-sensitive data are from trusted sources.
- Verify that all safefy conditions conform to the safety specifications.
<L...
Names
Verify that
- all special names are clear, defined, and authenticated
- the scopes of all variables and parameters are self-evident or defined
- all named items are used within their declared scopes
p -
Done , ' > | Internet.
Figure 13. Design Review Checklist
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each phase of the program. The phases may also be spread 
over a number of days for more complex programs. The 
schedule planning template is a summary of the task 
planning template grouped by date. * 1
planning template, Moops will calculate the total required
I
number of minutes for the phase when the user, enters a date
I
for that phase. Moops will then calculate th!e planned 
value, cumulative minutes, and cumulative planned value for 
that phase as well as keep a running total of plan minutes 
and planned value. If the user modifies the number of
2.3.2.6.2 Response Sequence. The user only needs 
to select the phase from the drop-down box and enter the 
date in the date field. Moops will automatically enter the 
maximum number of minutes for that phase based on the plan 
total time from the project plan summary. Tile user may
I
optionally modify the plan minutes if the work for the 
phase will take place on more than one date. If this is 
the case, the user may simply adjust the number of minutes 
for the date accordingly and enter another date for the
I
same phase. Moops will not allow the user to enter 
additional dates for a phase if the total plain minutes for 
that phase have already been met.
2.3.2.6.3 Functional Requirements. On the task
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minutes, Moops will update the form accordingly, resorting 
the rows if necessary. Moops will also fill in the actual 
date, earned value, and cumulative earned value for the 
user based on the user's entries in the time .recording log.
On the schedule planning template, Moops will fill in 
all values for the user based on the user's entries in the 
task planning template.
2,3.2.7 Test Reporting Template. The test reporting 
template is where the users log the results of all program 
testing. It is available at PSP1 and up.
2.3.2.7.1 Purpose. Users store all test results 
in the test reporting template. All test results are 
formatted according to the template guidelines.
2.3.2.7.2 Response Sequence. The ufser will click 
the "Add New Entry" button to create a new template. The 
user will then enter the test name, objective^ description, 
conditions, expected results, and actual results into the 
text boxes. The name text box is a single line text box. 
All the other text boxes are multi-line boxes; and maintain 
the user's formatting. After filling in all 'the text 
boxes, the user will click the "Save" button.
2.3.2.7.3 Functional Requirements. Moops will
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save the user's entries in the test reporting template for
Address ] fe] http://moops.ias.csusb.edu;8080/test_report_template.php?prog=397
|^Moops-4 A - Microsoft Internet Explorer _X >
Home i Forms * ! Scripts * : Options
Logged in as admin
4A - Test Report Template
_ , __ __ , iTest between Estimated object LOC versus Actual new and changed I p-’ik1 A' i »‘ 1
Test Name/Number .^dit| ■Pgle|e/|
[To calculate betaO and betalTest Objective
Test Description
[This test is intended to calculate the linear regression variables between two columns of size 
[estimating regression data.The list of data was used for assignment one.
Test Conditions [Should enter two equal number of sets of data.
Expected Results
[beta0=-22.55 j
[betal =1.7279
Actual Results
ibetaO -22.552532752034267
[betal 1.727932426206986
slgDone-. ‘J Internet
Figure 15. Test Reporting Template
2.3.2.8 Process Improvement Proposal. The process
35
improvement proposal is available at PSP1 and up.
Figure 16. Process Improvement Proposal
'2.3.2.8.1 Purpose. The process improvement 
proposal allows the user to enter and save suggestions for 
improving the PSP.
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2.3.2.8.2 Response Sequence. The user clicks the 
"Add New Entry" button to create a new process improvement 
proposal entry. The user fills in the multi-line text 
boxes in the form.
2.3.2.8.3 Functional Requirements. Moops will 
save the user's entries in the process improvement 
proposal. The entries in the multi-line text boxes must 
maintain the user's formatting and display the text 
identically to the way the user entered it.
2.3.3 Performance Requirements
Because Moops is a Web application, performance is 
limited by internet speed and performance of the 
application itself is not the limiting factor in the speed 
of the application. Even so, Moops has been optimized for 
performance. On the server side, Moops implements a 
program cache which caches user values and limits access to 
the MySQL database. When the user implements any operation 
that results in a write to the database, the program cache 
is invalidated.
2.3.4 Logical Database Requirements
Moops uses a MySQL database to store user data as well 
as user information. The database is accessed as just one 
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user by the application, and the users are stored within 
the user table in the database.
2.3.5 Design Compliance
Moops will support PHP5 and MySQL5. All PHP code must 
be compatible with PHP5. All database queries must be 
MySQL 5 compatible. Moops will comply with PHP coding 
standards.
2.3.6 Software System Attributes
2.3.6.1 Reliability. Moops must be reliable and have 
a reliable backup system. For users, the Moops database 
will be the only place that their data is stored. If the 
data is lost, it would represent a serious problem for 
users and could easily result in hundreds of lost hours of 
work. Users must be confident that data stored in Moops 
will not be lost.
2.3.6.2 Availability. Moops must be available 24 
hours a day so that users can work at their convenience and 
on their own schedules.
2.3.6.3 Security. Security will also be extremely 
important in Moops. Data entered by users into Moops must 
be secure from corruption by other users, whether 
accidental or malicious.
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2.3.6.4 Maintainability. Moops must be easily 
maintainable so that it can be used each year by the 
CSCI655 class. It will also be important that users may, 
if they desire, create their own Moops servers.
2.3.6.5 Portability. On the server side, Moops can be 
easily ported to different platforms since PSP is platform 
independent. On the client side, Moops can be accessed 
from any supported Web browser running on any platform.
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CHAPTER THREE
SOFTWARE DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
3.1 Architecture
Moops is implemented using PHP on the server side and 
Javascript and AJAX on the client side. Client requests 
are sent to the server using GET. Server responses are 
returned to the client as XML. Access to the PHP pages is 
controlled by storing the user name in the SESSION 
variable. Any requests in the GET that make an attempt to 
read from or write to the database must first be validated 
by confirming that the owner of the data is the one making 
the request.
3.2 Detailed Design
This section will describe each of the PHP classes 
that make up Moops in detail. The UML diagram in Figure 17 
shows the relationship of the main classes of Moops. As 
shown in the diagram, the core class of Moops is the 
Program class, or the extended class, PSP3Program. Each of 
the other classes in Moops supports the Program class. The 
rest of this section contains short descriptions of each of 
the classes that make up Moops.
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1Figure 17. UML Diagram of Moops
3.2.1 CorrelationCalc Class
The CorrelationCalc class computes the correlation and 
significance of that correlation for a set of data points. 
The data points are passed to CorrelationCalc's 
getCorrelation and getSignificance functions as an array of 
x-values and an array of y-values. The CoorelationCalc 
class supports the linear regression functionality of 
Moops.
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3.2.2 Cycle Class
The Cycle class represents an instance of a cycle of a 
program. It is only applicable to PSP3 when programs are 
broken into separate cycles of development rather than seen 
as a single unit as they are in lower levels of the PSP. 
The Cycle class supports functions to get and set cycle 
values as well as functions to create and delete program 
cycles. In order to minimize database requests, the Cycle 
class maintains a cached values array in which it stores 
each value retrieved from the database. On a get request, 
the Cycle class will first check its cached values array 
for the requested value. If the value exists in the cached 
values array, it is returned; otherwise, a database request 
is made for the value. The value is then entered into the 
cached values array and returned. Any Cycle class 
functions that write to the database also empty the cached 
values array.
3.2.3 DBConnection Class
The DBConnection class handles all interaction with 
the database. This class is also responsible for storing 
database connection information. The DBConnection class 
supports functions such as connect, run_query, and 
fetch_row. Because all database interaction happens 
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through this class, it is possible to port Moops to a 
different DBMS by modifying only this- class.
3.2.4 DefectType Class
The DefectType’class is used as a structure to store 
defect type information retrieved from the DEFECT_TYPE 
table.
3.2.5 Defect Class
The Defect class represents an instance of a defect in 
a program. Each entry in the defect log is an instance of 
the Defect Class. This class supports functions for 
creating, updating, and deleting rows from the defect 
table. It also supports several functions for gathering 
summary information about program defects such as 
get_actual_injected and get_to_date_defects.
3.2.6 Level Class ,
The Level class is an instance of a level of the PSP.
PSP levels are stored in the level table in the database so 
that it will be possible to extend Moops in the future, 
giving a user or administrator the ability to add or modify 
the.levels of the PSP dynamically.
3.2.7 LinearReg Class
The LinearReg class is used for linear regression 
calculations. It is initialized with an array of x-values 
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and an array of y-values. It supports several get 
functions for getting prediction intervals. Linear 
regression values can be accessed directly through the 
class instance.
3.2.8 Login Class
The Login class supports the verify function which 
takes user name and password as parameters. The verify 
function returns true or false.
3.2.9 NumericalIntegrator Class
The NumericalIntegrator class provides functions for 
performing both numerical integration of both the normal 
and T distributions.
3.2.10 Object Class
An instance of the Object class represents a user's 
program object. All interaction with the object table is 
done through this class which supports functions for 
creating, updating, and deleting rows in the object table. 
This class also supports functions for getting user objects 
and getting data about user objects from the tables in the 
database.
3.2.11 Phase Class
An instance of the Phase class represents a phase of 
the PSP. Currently implemented PSP phases are Planning,
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Design, Code, Compile, Test, and Postmortem. At PSP2 and 
up the Design Review and Code Review phases are added. At 
PSP3 the High-level Design and High-level Design Review 
phases are added.
3.2.12 PIP Class
An instance of the PIP (Process Improvement Proposal) 
class represents a user's entry in the PIP table. The PIP 
class handles all interaction with the PIP table. This 
class supports functions for creating, updating, and 
deleting rows in the PIP table.
3.2.13 Program- Class
An instance of the Program class represents a user 
program. Like the Cycle class, the Program class also 
implements a cached values array. When a value is 
requested from the Program class, the class first looks for 
the requested value in the cached values array. If the 
value is in the cached values array, it is returned. If 
the value is not in the cached values array, the Program 
class retrieves it from the database and copies it to the 
cached values array before returning it. Subsequent 
requests for the same value can be returned from the cached 
values array eliminating the need for a database call. Any 
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Program class operations which perform a write to the 
database invalidate the cached values array.
All interaction with user programs takes place through 
the Program class. To support this interaction, the 
Program class has members of the Time class, Defect class, 
Task class, and Phase class, among others.
3.2.14 PSP3Program Class
The PSP3Program class extends the Program class and 
adds the functionality to support program cycles. To 
support cycles, the PSP3Program class overrides any 
functions in the Program class that need to be handled 
differently to implement program cycles. The PSP3Program 
class uses Program class functions for any functionality 
which is not cycle specific.
3.2.15 Review Class
The Review class interacts with the REVIEW table and 
the REVIEW_STEP table to implement the review checklists of 
the PSP. An instance of the Review class represents a row 
in a review checklist.
3.2.16 Task Class
The Task class supports operations in the Task 
Planning Template and interacts with the TASK table. An 
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instance of the Task class represents an entry in the Task 
Planning Template.
3.2.17 TestReport Class
The TestReport class supports the Test Report
Template. An instance of the TestReport class represents a 
row in the TEST_REPORT table. The TestReport class 
supports functions for creating, updating, and deleting 
rows in the TEST_REPORT table.
3.2.18 Time Class
An instance of the Time class represents a row in the
TIME table. Each row in the TIME table represents a user's 
entry in the Time Recording Log. Like the Program class, 
the Time class implements a cached values array. The 
cached values array in the Time class behaves similarly to 
the cached values array in the Program class. The Time 
class supports functions for inserting, updating, and 
deleting rows in the TIME table.
3.2.19 User Class
An instance of the User class represents a Moops user.
The User class handles all interaction with the USER table 
in the database. The User class also supports functions 
for creating, updating, and deleting users. When a user is 
deleted, the User class also needs to delete all data
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(programs, time entries, defect entries, etc.) from the 
database using the appropriate classes.
3.3 Database Design
3.3.1 CYCLE Table
The CYCLE table contains all the information related 
to a program cycle.
3.3.1.1 CYCLE.id. The id column is the primary key of 
the CYCLE table. It is auto-incremented as rows are 
inserted into the table.
3.3.1.2 CYCLE.program id. The program_id column is a 
foreign key referencing id column of the PROGRAM table.
3.3.1.3 CYCLE.number. Each cycle of a program is 
assigned a unique cycle number. As cycles are inserted or 
deleted, the cycle number is updated to remain continuous 
beginning at 1.
3.3.1.4 CYCLE.total loc. The total_loc column 
represents the actual total LOC for the cycle.
3.3.1.5 CYCLE.base loc. The base_loc column 
represents the actual base LOC -for the cycle.
3.3.1.6 CYCLE.est base loc. The est_base_loc column 
of the CYCLE table represents the estimated base LOC for 
the cycle.
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3.3.1.7 CYCLE.deleted loc. The deleted_loc column 
represents the total deleted LOC for the cycle.
3.3.1.8 CYCLE.est deleted loc. The est_deleted_loc 
column represents the total estimated deleted LOC for the 
cycle.
3.3.1.9 CYCLE.modified loc. The modified_loc column 
represents the total modified LOC for the cycle.
3.3.1.10 CYCLE.est modified loc. The est_modified_loc 
column represents the estimated modified LOC for the cycle.
3.3.1.11 CYCLE.plan newchg loc. The plan_newchg_loc 
column represents the total planned new and changed LOC for 
the cycle.
3.3.1.12 CYCLE.range size. The range_size column 
represents the prediction range for size for the cycle. 
The range_size column is only valid for PROBE estimating 
methods C and D. For PROBE estimating methods A and B the 
prediction range is calculated by Moops using linear 
regression.
3.3.1.13 CYCLE.range time. The range_time column 
represents the prediction range for time for the cycle. 
The range_time column is only valid for PROBE estimating 
methods C and D. For PROBE estimating methods A and B the 
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prediction range is calculated by Moops using linear 
regression.
3.3.2 DEFECT Table
The DEFECT table stores all the data related to 
program defects. Each row in the DEFECT table represents 
program defect for a user.
3.3.2.1 DEFECT.id. The id column is the primary key 
of the DEFECT table. It is auto-incremented as rows are 
inserted into the table.
3.3.2.2 DEFECT.programid. The program_id column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the PROGRAM table. 
This foreign key connects this defect to a particular 
instance of a program.
3.3.2.3 DEFECT.date. The date column stores the date 
of the defect.
3.3.2.4 DEFECT.number. The number column stores the 
number of the defect. Each program defect is given a 
unique number. When defects are added or deleted, Moops 
updates the defect numbers as required. In PSP3, defect
x numbers are also separated by cycle.
3.3.2.5 DEFECT.type. The type column is a foreign key 
referencing the DEFECT_TYPE table.
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3.3.2.6 DEFECT.inject phase. The inject_phase column 
represents the phase of the PSP in which the defect was 
inj ected.
3.3.2.7 DEFECT.remove phase. The remove_phase column 
represents the phase of the PSP in which the defect was 
removed. A value of NULL in the remove_phase column 
indicates that the defect has not yet been removed.
3.3.2.8 DEFECT.fixtime. The fixtime column represents 
the number of minutes required to fix the defect.
3.3.2.9 DEFECT.fixref. The fixref column represents 
the defect number to which this defect is related. If this 
defect is not related to another defect, the fixref column 
value is NULL.
3.3.2.10 DEFECT.description. The description column 
holds the user's description of this defect.
3.3.2.11 DEFECT.inject cycleid. The inject_cyc1eid 
column is a foreign key referencing the id column of the 
CYCLE table. The inject_cycleid column is only valid for 
PSP3 and only for phases which are divided into cycles. At 
levels below PSP3 or phases which are not divided into 
cycles, the inject_cycleid is NULL.
3.3.2.12 DEFECT.remove cycleid. The remove_cycleid 
column is a foreign key referencing the id column of the
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CYCLE table. The remove_cycleid column is only valid for 
PSP3 and only for phases which are divided into cycles. At 
levels below PSP3 or phases which are not divided into 
cycles, the remove_cycleid is NULL.
3.3.3 DEFECT TYPE Table
The DEFECT_TYPE table contains the type number, name, 
and description of each of the defect types in the PSP. By 
storing the defect types in a table in the database, defect 
types can be easily added to the system by inserting a row 
into the DEFECT_TYPE table. The Defect Type Standard in 
the Defect Recording Log help menu is populated from the 
DEFECT_TYPE table.
3.3.3.1 DEFECT TYPE.type. The type column of the 
DEFECT_TYPE table contains the type number of the defect. 
The type column is also the primary key of the table.
3.3.3.2 DEFECT TYPE.name. The name column stores the 
name of the defect.
3.3.3.3 DEFECT TYPE.description. The description 
column contains the description of the defect type.
3.3.4 EXCLUDE DATA POINT Table
The EXCLUDE_DATA_POINT table stores information about 
data points excluded from the linear regression calculation 
on the PROBE Estimating Method pages. The primary key of 
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the EXCLUDE_DATA_POINT is a composite key consisting of all 
columns of the table. Each row in the EXCLUDE_DATA_POINT 
table represents a data point from a previous program that 
is being excluded from a current program.
3.3.4.1 EXCLUDE DATA POINT.programid. The programid 
column is a foreign key referencing the id column of the 
PROGRAM table. The programid column represents the current 
program which is excluding a data point.
3.3.4.2 EXCLUDE DATA POINT.prev programid. The 
prev_programid column is a foreign key referencing the id 
column of the PROGRAM table. The prev_programid column 
represents the previous program from which a data point is 
being excluded.
3.3.4.3 EXCLUDE DATA POINT.method. The method column 
represents the PROBE estimating method for which the data 
point is being excluded. Valid values for method are A and 
B.
3.3.4.4 EXCLUDE DATA POINT.size time. The size_time 
column indicates whether the data point is being excluded 
for the size estimation or the time estimation. Each row 
in the EXCLUDE_DATA_POINT table must be related to either 
the size estimation or the data estimation. Data points 
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which are excluded are not considered when Moops does the 
linear regression.
3.3.5 LEVEL Table
The LEVEL table contains all levels of the PSP. The 
levels are stored in the database rather than hard-coded 
into the PHP code.
3.3.5.1 LEVEL.id. The id column is the primary key of 
the LEVEL table. It is auto-incremented as rows are 
inserted into the table.
3.3.5.2 LEVEL.level. The level column contains the 
names of the levels of the PSP.
3.3.6 OBJECT Table
The OBJECT table contains the data for all user 
obj ects.
3.3.6.1 OBJECT.id. The id column is the primary key 
of the OBJECT table. It is auto-incremented as rows are 
inserted into the table. ■
3.3.6.2 OBJECT.programid. The programid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the PROGRAM table. 
The programid column represents the program in which the 
object was created.
3.3.6.3 OBJECT.name. The name column represents the 
name of the object.
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3.3.6.4 OBJECT.type. The type column represents the 
type of the object. Current valid values are Calc, Data, 
Logic, Setup, Text, and I/O.
3.3.6.5 OBJECT.methods. The methods column represents 
the number of,methods of the object.
3.3.6.6 OBJECT.rel size. The rel_size column 
represents the relative size of the object.
3.3.6.7 OBJECT.loc. The loc column represents the 
total LOC for the object.
3.3.6.8 OBJECT.reuse. The reuse column holds a binary 
value indicating whether or not the object is reusable. 
Users indicate an object is reusable by placing an asterisk 
next to the LOC value in the size estimating template. 
Objects marked as reusable are made available in the Reused 
Objects drop-down box in the size estimating template in 
future programs.
3.3.6.9 OBJECT.new base. The new_base column 
indicates whether this object is a new or base object.
3.3.6.10 OBJECT.est loc. The est_loc column 
represents the estimated LOC for the object.
3.3.6.11 OBJECT.cycleid. The cycleid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the CYCLE table. 
The cycleid column is valid only for PSP3 objects.
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3.3.7 PHASE Table
The PHASE table contains the phases of the PSP for 
each user program. When a user program is created, Moops 
populates the PHASE table with one entry for each phase of 
the PSP based on the PSP level of the program. The PSP 
assigns an order for the phases which is maintained using 
the number column.
3.3.7.1 PHASE.name. The name column represents the 
name of the phase.
3.3.7.2 PHASE.number. The number column represents 
the number of the phase. Phases are numbered to enforce 
the phase ordering of the PSP.
3.3.7.3 PHASE.programid. The programid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the PROGRAM table. 
The programid column represents the program to which the 
phase belongs.
3.3.8 PIP Table
The PIP table contains the data for the process 
improvement proposals for each program. Each row in the 
PIP table represents a process improvement proposal of a 
program.
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3.3.8.1 PIP.id. The id column is the primary key of 
the PIP table. It is auto-incremented as rows are inserted 
into the table.
3.3.8.2 PIP.programid. The programid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the PROGRAM table. 
The programid column represents the program to which the 
PIP belongs.
3.3.8.3 PIP.problem. The problem column contains the 
user description of the problem which the PIP addresses.
3.3.8.4 PIP.proposal. The proposal column contains 
the description of the user's proposal to solve the problem 
described in the problem column.
3.3.8.5 PIP.notes. The notes column contains any 
additional notes by the user.
3.3.9 PROGRAM Table
The PROGRAM table contains all data related to user 
programs. Each row in the table represents a user program.
3.3.9.1 PROGRAM.id. The id column is the primary key 
of the PROGRAM table. It is auto-incremented as rows are 
inserted into the table.
3.3.9.2 PROGRAM.level. The level column is a foreign 
key referencing the id column of the LEVEL table. A PSP 
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level is chosen for the program at the time the program is 
created.
3.3.9.3 PROGR7XM. username . The username column is a 
foreign key referencing the username column of the USER 
table. The username column indicates which user owns the 
program.
3.3.9.4 PROGRAM.name. The name column contains the 
name of the program which is chosen by the user when the 
program is created.
3.3.9.5 PROGRAM.number. Each user's programs have a 
specific order assigned to them. The number column 
maintains the program order. Moops must update the number 
column for user programs when programs are added or deleted 
by a user.
3.3.9.6 PROGRAM.plan time. The plan_time column 
represents the total estimated time of the program. The 
user chooses the total estimated plan time of the program 
using the size estimating template.
3.3.9.7 PROGRAM.total loc. The total_loc column 
represents the actual total LOC of the program as counted 
by the user.
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3.3.9.8 PROGRAM.base loc. The base_loc column 
represents the actual total base LOC of the program as 
counted by the user.
3.3.9.9 PROGRAM.est base loc. The est_base_loc column 
represents the estimated total base LOC of the program.
3.3.9.10 PROGRAM.deleted loc. The deleted_loc column 
represents the actual total deleted LOC of the program as 
counted by the user.
3.3.9.11 PROGRAM.est deleted loc. The est_deleted_loc 
column represents the estimated total deleted LOC of the 
program.
3.3.9.12 PROGRAM.modified loc. The modified_roc 
column represents the actual total modified LOC of the 
program as counted by the user.
3.3.9.13 PROGRAM.est modified loc. The 
est_modified_loc column represents the estimated total 
modified LOC of the program.
3.3.9.14 PROGRAM.reused loc. The reused_loc column 
represents the actual total reused LOC of the.program as 
counted by the user. The reused_loc column is only valid 
for PSPO and PSPO.1. At PSP1 and up, the actual total 
reused LOC is calculated by Moops based on program object 
data entered by the user into the size estimating template.
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3.3.9.15 PROGRAM.plan newchg loc. The plan_newchg_loc 
column represents the total planned new and changed LOC for 
the program as estimated by the user. At PSP1 and up, the 
user makes this estimate with the help of the size 
estimating template.
3.3.9.16 PROGRAM.category■groups. The category_groups 
column is a binary value indicating whether objects will be 
categorized by type or shown as one group on the object 
size categories page.
3.3.9.17 PROGRAM.probe method loc. The 
probe_method_loc column represents the PROBE estimating 
method for size that the user has chosen to use for this 
program. The PROBE estimating method is set on the size 
estimating template.
3.3.9.18 PROGRAM.probe method time. The 
probe_method_time column represents the PROBE estimating 
method for time that the user has chosen to use for this 
program. The PROBE estimating method is set on the size 
estimating template.
3.3.9.19 PROGRAM.range size. The range_size column 
represents the prediction range for LOC that the user has 
chosen. The range_size column is only valid for PROBE 
estimating methods C and D. When using PROBE estimating 
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methods A and B, Moops calculates the prediction range 
based on the user's choice of prediction interval.
3.3.9.20 PROGRAM.range time. The range_time column 
represents the prediction range for time that the user has 
chosen. The range_time column is only valid for PROBE 
estimating methods C and D. When using PROBE estimating 
methods A and B, Moops calculates the prediction range 
based on the user's choice of prediction interval.
3.3.9.21 PROGRAM.prediction interval size. The 
prediction_interval_size column represents the prediction 
interval for LOC chosen by the user that Moops uses for 
calculating the prediction interval for LOC. The 
prediction_interval_size column is only valid for PROBE 
estimating methods A and B. When using PROBE estimating 
methods C and D, the user chooses the prediction range.
3.3.9.22 PROGRAM.prediction interval time. The 
prediction_interval_time column represents the prediction 
interval for time chosen by the user that Moops uses for 
calculating the prediction interval for LOC. The 
prediction_interval_time column is only valid for PROBE 
estimating methods A and B. When using PROBE estimating 
methods C and D, the user chooses the prediction range. If 
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the user chooses an invalid PROBE method, Moops will 
default to the highest valid PROBE method.
3.3.10 REUSE Table
The REUSE table is used to indicate that an object 
from a previous program is being reused by a current 
program.
3.3.10.1 REUSE.programid. The programid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the PROGRAM table. 
The programid column represents the current program in 
which the object is being reused.
3.3.10.2 REUSE.objectid. The objectid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the OBJECT table. 
The objectid column represents the object that is being 
reused in the current program.
3.3.10.3 REUSE.actual loc. The actual_loc column 
represents the actual LOC reused in the current program. 
In lower levels of the PSP, this value is supplied by the 
user.
3.3.10.4 REUSE.cycleid. The cycleid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the CYCLE table. 
The cycleid column represents the cycle of the current 
program in which the object is being reused.■ The cycleid 
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column is only valid if the current program is a
PSP3Program.
3.3.11 REVIEW Table
The REVIEW table contains data related to the review 
checklists of the PSP. Each row in the REVIEW table 
represents a checkmark in the review checklist.
3.3.11.1 REVIEW.programid. The programid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the PROGRAM table. 
The programid column represents the program related to this 
review.
3.3.11.2 REVIEW.review step name. The 
review_step_name column is a foreign key referencing the 
name column of the REVIEW_STEP table. The review_step_name 
column represents which review step is being checked off by 
this REVIEW table entry.
3.3.11.3 REVIEW.phase. The phase column represents 
which phase of the PSP to which this review checkmark is 
related.
3.3.11.4 REVIEW.cycleid. The cycleid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the CYCLE table. 
The cycleid column is valid only for PSP3 programs. For 
non-PSP3 programs this column should always contain a null 
value.
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3.3.12 REVIEW STEP Table
The REVIEW_STEP table holds all data related to the 
steps of the design and code reviews. Both the design and 
code review templates are populated with data from the 
REVIEW_STEP table. The primary key of the REVIEW_STEP 
table is a composite key consisting of the name and level 
columns.
3.3.12.1 REVIEW STEP.name. The name column holds the 
name of this review step.
3.3.12.2 REVIEW STEP.description. The description 
column holds a detailed description of this review step.
3.3.12.3 REVIEW STEP.level. The level' column 
represents the level of the PSP related to this review 
step.
3.3.12.4 REVIEW STEP.phase. The phase column 
indicates whether this review step is part of the design or 
code review.
3.3.12.5 REVIEW STEP.number. The number column,r
assigns an ordering to the review steps. The ordering 
indicates the order in which the review steps will be 
listed on the design and code review templates. Moops 
maintains the ordering of the review steps when displaying 
them on the forms.
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3.3.13 TASK Table
The TASK table maintains all data related to the task 
planning template. Each row in the TASK table represents 
an entry in a user's task planning template.
3.3.13.1 TASK.id. The id column is the primary key of 
the TASK table. It is auto-incremented as rows are 
inserted into the table.
3.3.13.2 TASK.number. The number column assigns an 
ordering to each user's tasks for each program. The 
ordering indicates the order in which the tasks will be 
listed on the task planning templates. Moops updates the 
task numbers when tasks are added, edited, or deleted.
3.3.13.3 TASK.name. The name column contains the name 
of the task. Each task is named with the name of the PSP 
level that it represents.
3.3.13.4 TASK.minutes. The minutes column contains 
the number of planned minutes for the task. When a task is 
created, Moops calculates the total number of minutes 
required for the task based on the total plan time and the 
date percentage for time in phase from the project plan 
summary. If the task is to be spread over more than one 
date, the user may modify the number of minutes.
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3.3.13.5 TASK.plan date. The plan_date column - 
represents the planned date for the task.
3.3.13.6 TASK.actual date. The actual_date column 
represents the actual date on which the task was completed. 
Moops fills in the actual_date column for the user based on 
values from the time log.
3.3.13.7 TASK.programid. The programid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the PROGRAM table. 
The programid column represents the program to which this 
task is related.
3.3.13.8 TASK.cycleid. The cycleid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the CYCLE table. 
The cycleid column is valid only for PSP3 programs.
3.3.14 TEST REPORT Table
The TEST_REPORT table contains all data related to the 
test report template.
3.3.14.1 TEST REPORT.id. The id column is the primary 
key of the TASK table. It is auto-incremented as rows are 
inserted into the table.
3.3.14.2 TEST REPORT.programid. The programid column 
is a foreign key referencing the id column of the PROGRAM 
table. The programid column represents the program to 
which this test report is related.
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3.3.14.3 TEST REPORT.name. The name column contains 
the name of the test.
3.3.14.4 TEST REPORT.objective. The objective column 
contains the user's description of the objective of this 
test.
3.3.14.5 TEST REPORT.description. The description 
column contains the user's description of this test.
3.3.14.6 TEST REPORT.conditions. The conditions 
column contains the user's description of the conditions of 
this test.
3.3.14.7 TEST REPORT.expected results. The 
expected_results column contains the expected results of 
this test.
3.3.14.8 TEST REPORT.actual results. The 
actual_results column contains the actual results of this 
test.
3.3.15 TIME Table
The TIME table contains all data relating to the time 
log. Each row in the TIME table represents a user's entry­
in the time log for a program.
3.3.15.1 TIME.id. The id column is the primary key of
the TASK table. It is auto-incremented as rows are 
inserted into the table.
3.3.15.2 TIME.programid. The programid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the PROGRAM table. 
The programid column represents the program to which this 
time log entry is related.
3.3.15.3 TIME.date. The date column contains the date 
on which this time log entry occurred.
3.3.15.4 TIME.starttime. The starttime column 
contains the starting time for this time log entry.
3.3.15.5 TIME.stoptime. The stoptime column contains 
the stop time for this time log entry.
3.3.15.6 TIME.int time. The int_time column contains 
the number of minutes of interruption time. The 
interruption time is entered by the user.
3.3.15.7 TIME.phase. The phase column contains the 
name of the phase to which this time log entry is related.
3.3.15.8 TIME. comments . , fThe comments column contains 
any user comments related to this time entry. Usually the 
comments would explain any interruption time. If 
interruption time is zero, the comments column would 
usually be NULL.
3.3.15.9 TIME.cycleid. The cycleid column is a 
foreign key referencing the id column of the CYCLE table. 
The cycleid column is valid only for PSP3 programs.
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3.3.16 USER Table
The USER table contains all data related to users of 
Moops. Each row in the USER table represents an individual 
user.
3.3.16.1 USER.username. The username column contains 
the username for the user.
3.3.16.2 USER.password. The password column contains 
the user password. Passwords are encrypted using the MySQL 
password function.
3.3.16.3 USER.temp pass. The temp_pass column 
contains the user's temporary password. Normally, the 
temp_pass column would be NULL. The temp_pass column is 
used in two specific situations. The first is when a user 
is created; a random temporary password is generated by 
Moops and entered into the temp_pass column. The second is 
when the user's password is forgotten. If the user clicks 
the "Forgot Password" link on the login page, Moops 
generates a temporary password for the user and enters it 
in.the temp_pass column. When the user logs into Moops and 
the temp_pass column is not NULL, the user is required to 
create a new password before doing anything else.
3.3.16.4 USER.email. The email column contains the 
user's email address. The email address is used by Moops 
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to email the user a temporary password in the case that the 
user forgets their password.
3.3.16.5 USER.fullname. The fullname column contains 
the user's full name. The fullname column is editable by 
the user from the profile page.
3.3.16.6 USER.manager. The manager column contains 
the user's manager's name. The manager column is editable 
by the user from the profile page.
3.3.16.7 USER.language. The language column contains 
the name of the programming language for the user. The 
programming language is displayed oh the header of the 
forms displayed with the print option.
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CHAPTER FOUR
VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION
4.1 Testing
Moops was fully tested by the CSCI655 Graduate 
Software Engineering class at CSUSB in the fall of 2007. 
Because the final phases of development of the Moops 
project coincided with the testing of Moops by the CSCI655 
class, a large amount of feedback from the class was 
available during development. Moops users in the class 
were able to report bugs and submit suggestions for 
improvement of Moops while it was in development.
4.2 Input Validation
Moops tests all user input for validity. When a user 
enters an invalid value into Moops, Moops will display a . 
pop-up box indicating that there is an error and highlight 
the invalid field. Some checking is done on the client 
side in Javascript, such as checking for valid integer 
values where required. For example, in Figure 18 the user 
has entered an invalid value for actual total LOC. Other 
checking, such as time and date parsing and checking for
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Figure 18. Invalid Integer Input
acceptable ranges for integer values is done on the server 
side. When the server encounters an invalid input, it 
returns the error to the client side in XML. The user 
experience is the same whether the error is caught on the 
client or server side. In Figure 19 the user has entered
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Figure 19. Invalid Date
an invalid date. The message displayed in tfie pop-up box 
is returned from the server in XML. Moops also checks the 
values entered by the user .for validity, if the user has 
tried to schedule time for the planning phase when the time 
requirements for that phase have already been met.
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Figure 20. Task Planning Error
In the next example, the user has attempted to create 
an object named "Course", but the program already has an 
object name "Course". The server recognizes the conflict 
and sends the error message back to the client in XML 
format. The Javascript on the client side parses the XML
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and displays the error message for the user. The server 
also indicates the source of the error in the XML so that 
it may be highlighted on the client side, giving the user a 
clearer picture of what went wrong. The error message is 
shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Invalid Object Name
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4.3 Test Results
Appendix C contains some of the test results from the 
fall 2007 CSCI655 Graduate Software Engineering class. All 
of the results shown are from the printable view option in 
Moops with the exception of the PROBE Estimating Method 
pages. Currently, Moops does not support a printable view 
of the PROBE Estimating Method pages. While they are not 
explicitly a part of the PSP deliverables described by 
Humphreys, they are included in the results in APPENDIX C 
because they are an extremely useful part of Moops in 
helping the users choose which PROBE estimating method best 
fits their data.
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CHAPTER FIVE
MAINTENANCE MANUAL
5.1 Installation
5.1.1 Apache
The first step in setting up Moops is installing an 
HTTP server. Moops has only been fully tested using Apache 
version 2.0.29. The Apache HTTP server and general 
installation instructions are available at the Apache Web 
site (http://httpd.apache.org).
5.1.2 MySQL
Moops has been fully tested using only the MySQL 
database version 14.12 distribution 5.0.48 using Readline 
5.0. The MySQL database and general installation 
instructions are available at the MySQL Web site
(http://www.mysql.com).
5.1.3 Installing Moops
Once the HTTP server and the database have been 
installed, the Moops tables must be created. In addition 
to creating the tables, some of the tables must be 
populated with initial data, The SQL script in Appendix A 
will create and populate the necessary Moops tables.
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5.2 Administration Manual
The admin user in Moops is a special user with the 
access to create, manage, and delete other users. The 
functionality described in this section is only available 
when logged in as the admin user.
5.2.1 Creating Users
The admin user can create users from the Moops admin 
home page. Enter the new user's username in the Username 
field, the user's email address in the Email field and 
click the "Create User" button. If there is an error 
creating the user, Moops will display an error message in 
the top left corner of the page under the menu as seen in 
Figure 22. If no error occurs when creating the user, 
Moops will display a message in the top left corner of the 
page indicating that the user has been created successfully 
and insert the new user at the top of the Users table as 
seen in Figure 23.
Upon successful creation of the user, Moops will 
create a temporary password for the user and send the user 
a welcome email contain login instructions and the 
temporary password. The admin user will be copied on the 
email.
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Favorites Tools : Help. /Address jiQ http://moops.ias.csusb.edu:8080/admin.php
^l^jg-Mtcrgsoftlnternet-Eiiplorer*... M
<
Home Forms * Scripts Options ’ Help
Logged ill as admin
•User tom already exists—
Create Users
Usemame:; 1..- - ;
Email: 1. 
. Create User |
Users
tom giglert@csusb.edu 1 Edit Reset Password
Delete |
concep concep@cscL csusb. edu-
Edit" Reset Password Delete
johanses johanses@csusb.edu i Edit i , Reset Password
[ Delete | *
rappair rappair@csusb.edu ■;
.Edit Reset Password Delete
mahabeed mahabeed@csusb.edu > Edit Reset Password | Delete
zhux zhux@csusb. edu : •Edit' 1 Reset Password Delete | •
ozturke ozturke@csusb. edu 1 Edit Reset Password Delete
chujl chujl@csusb.edu ! Edit Reset Password ii Delete
liuf300 liuf300@csusb.edu ; Edit Reset Password | Delete
alzahran alzahran@csusb.edu Edit ' • Reset Password | Delete
yhinfoture youy300@csusb.edu Edit Reset Password ’< Delete
smcallis smcallis@csusb.edu , Edit I Reset Password ■ Delete
straderb straderb@csusb.edu i Edit i Reset Password Delete
hoUingd hollingd@csusb.edu Edit I Reset Password ■ Delete
shans shansl® csusb.edu Edit i Reset Password Delete
11 I Internet
Figure 22. Create User Error
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Logged in as adiniii
-Added user bob—
Create Users
iUsemaine:!
I ! r-------- :—,
Email:
1 _i L ; .
Create User | 1
Users
 ......................... ......~ | [r~p"| internet
.......................... ......................................................................... ........................................................................................... ........... ................ . ....... . •
> bob bob@email.com ,
Edit' | Reset Password | Delete
tom giglert@csusb.edu i ,Edit [ Reset Password > Delete i
i
concep concep@csci.csusb.edu> Edit ■ Reset Password | Delete
johanses johanses@csusb.edu 1 .Edit ' Reset Password I- Delete Ii':.
rappair rappair@csusb.edu i Edit ■ ' Reset Password
1 Delete
mahabeed mahabeed@csusb.edu I Edit Reset Password Delete ■I
zhux zhux@csusb.edu ! Edit | '• Reset Password '< Delete Ik <
ozturke ozturke@csusb.edu | 'Edit ' Reset Password : Delete STT
chujl chujl@csusb.edu 1 ’Edit Reset Password Delete
liuf300 Euf300@csusb.edu s Edit Reset Password
„ ■■ ........ „ ..........................  .......
Delete
■■
alzahran alzahran@csusb.edu 1 'Edit Reset Password Delete
yhinfuture youy300@csusb.edu Edit Reset Password i
‘ Delete |
smcallis smcallis@csusb.edu i Edit Reset Password Delete |
straderb straderb@csusb.edu Edit ’ Reset Password ; Delete | ,
<1 - “ - holhned hollmedr3.csusb.edu : Edit - Reset Password. .Delete
Figure 23.., User Created Successfully
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5.2.2 Managing Users
The admin user has access to edit users' email
addresses and reset users' passwords to a default password.
Logged iii as admin
Create Users
Username: [
Email: ■r .. :
Users
I
i
Itom |gigleri@csusb.edu Save I Cancel 1
■cone ep concep@csci.csusb.edu : ='’it < r.t. c rss.jtjH DdleU
ijohanses johanses@csusb.edu , = Jit l-e-f Has-An; J
i 
irappair rappair@csusb. edu 1 rj
imahabeed mahabeed@csusb.edu • ; ppsf* Past, voro
Izhux zhux@csusb.edu  Jrt r t^r Pjp wild D Jbts
lozturke ozturke@csusb. edu - if r Kpt Has v nrd r/kte
jchujl chujl@csusb.edu 1 e„t‘' a.wjd Qslatr
~ t~ I
I ,  J 'internet a
Figure 24. Edit User Email
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To change a user's email address, click the "Edit" button.
The email field changes to a textbox and the "Save" and
Create Users
lUsen
]Emai
Reset password for tom?.
|; Cancel ’ |
tom giglert@csusb.edu 'Edit
i \ Reset Password
...... I
Delete j
concep 
johanses
concep @csci. csusb. edu
johanses@csusb.edu
Edit
Edit
I . Reset Password
i Reset Password
I . Delete | 
Delete |
rappair rappair@csusb.edu > Edit Reset Password
Delete |
mahabeed mahabeed@csusb.edu s Edit
s
J" Reset Password Delete |
zhux zhux@csusb.edu =
• -1 1 ...... J
Edit 
vJ:.:
‘i Reset Password
IP
Delete |
Done ' | | I J ,j Internet
Figure 25. Reset User Password
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"Cancel" buttons are available. All other controls on the 
page are disabled until either the "Save" button or 
"Cancel" button is clicked. Clicking the "Save" button 
will save the new email address to the database. Clicking 
the "Cancel" button will cancel the action and re-enable 
the other controls on the page.
To reset a user's password to the default password the 
admin user clicks the "Reset Password" button. Moops will 
display a confirmation prompt before resetting the 
password. When the admin user confirms the reset, the 
user's password will be set to "changeme". If the admin 
user clicks "Cancel" the action is canceled.
5;2.3 Deleting Users
The admin user has access to delete other users. To 
delete a user, click the "Delete" button at the end of the 
row with the user's username. Moops will prompt for 
confirmation to delete the user.
If the admin user clicks "Cancel" the action is 
canceled. If the admin user clicks "OK", the user is 
deleted and a message confirming the deletion is displayed 
in the upper right portion of the page below the menu. 
Currently, the user data is not deleted, only the user is
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deleted. This is an extra safeguard against accidental 
deletion of user data. Deletion of all user data may be 
done at the database level.' The User class may be modified
Microsoft Intel nd Lriplnirr XJ
Logged in ns admin
I
5
•J* J Are y°u sure you want to permanently delete tom?
" ' ’ ’ I ■ ~1 Cancel |
—   ... i hni, ,i d ii,, .iilr.l-iri
|useniame:t
|Einail: 1 ..
, Create User |
h
Users
i
tom ; giglert@csusb.edu I Edil ■’ Reset Password
Delete | ; Ax J
concep | concep@csci.csusb.edu| .Edit
ip Reset Password . Delete 1 ■
......... . ■*
johanses johanses@csusb.edu 'Edit J Reset Password Delete
rappair ; rappair@csusb.edu j Edit J Reset Password -
...... .........J.!:??"!!!!!!?!!:::!!!!!!!!!’!;?
mahabeed [ mahabeed@csusb.edu [ Edit Reset Password ! Delete -2
ZhUX ; zhux@csusb.edu . Edit j Reset Password Delete
■/
!
''±J .,<( ■ T
■ 1 - - - TT..I-1 r>_ ,...
Q Done
.....................i....t rr i[ tfg) Internet ■ ■ i
Figure 26. Delete User
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j File Edit View Favorites Tools:/ Help: paddress http://moops]as.csusb.edu:8080/adinin.php
Options7 i Help ’Home 1 Forms I, .'Scripts
Logged iu as adiniu
-Deleted user bill—
Create Users
Users
tom giglert@csusb.edu ■Edit ,. Raset Password Delete
concep concep @csci. csusb. edu Edit i Reset Password Delete
johanses johanses@csusb.edu Edit ; Reset Password 1 Delete
rappair rappair@csusb.edu 1 Edit ’ Reset Password Delete
mahabeed mahabeed@csusb.edu !Edit i Reset Password Delete
zhux zhux@csusb.edu i 'Edit" \ Reset Password Delete
ozturke ozturke@csusb.edu Edit Reset Password ' i Deleie
chujl chujl@csusb.edu i Edit - Reset Password ' Delete
liuf300 liuf300@csusb.edu 'Edit ‘ Reset Password Delete,
alzahran alzahran@csusb.edu tdit ■ Reset Password Delete
yhinfuture youy300@csusb.edu ; "Edit ' Reset Password Delete
smcallis smcallis@csusb.edu "Edit , Reset Password Delete ■
straderb straderb@csusb.edu Edit Reset Password Delete
hollingd hollmgd@csusb.edu ’Edit • Reset Password Delete
—
f^Don’e' ' . . ( | | I 1(0 Internet
Figure 27. User Deleted
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to delete user data when users are deleted if this is 
deemed necessary.
5.3 User Manual
This section will describe in detail the use of Moops. 
It is presented by PSP level. At each level, the forms 
relevant to that level are described. Most of the forms 
are cumulative. For example, the Time Recording Log 
described in PSPO will be used throughout all PSP levels. 
When forms are modified at higher levels, it will be noted.
5.3.1 PSPO
PSPO is the first and most basic level of the PSP. 
PSPO introduces the user to the most basic of the PSP 
forms.
5.3.1.1 PSPO Project Plan Summary. The PSPO Project 
Plan Summary contains data related to time and defects. 
The user only needs to fill in the total plan time and the 
actual total LOC. The actual total LOC is not a part of 
the real PSPO form and is only included in the Moops PSPO 
Project Plan Summary as a convenient place to store this 
piece of data since Moops will need it in future 
calculations. The actual total LOC is not shown in the 
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printable view of the form. The PSPO Project Plan Summary 
is shown in Figure 9 on page 25.
5.3.1.2 Time Recording Log. The Time Recording Log 
allows the user to easily enter all time-related data in 
one location and let Moops handle all of the calculations. 
Moops uses data entered by the user in the Time Recording 
Log to fill out the values in the Project Plan Summary. 
Data is entered in the input at the top of the page. Moops 
will validate all data and report any errors in the input. 
Once the data has been verified, it will be added to the 
log. Rows in the log may be edited or deleted by the user. 
The Time Recording Log is shown in Figure 7 on page 21.
5.3.1.3 Defect Recording Log. The Defect Recording 
Log allows the user to enter all data related to defects. 
Moops will then do all calculations required, using the 
data entered by the user and fill in the appropriate areas 
in the Project Plan Summary. A blank entry in the "Remove" 
field indicates that the defect has been found, but has not 
yet been fixed. The Defect Type Standard, which contains 
the full description for each defect type, is available 
from the Help menu and is populated from the DEFECT_TYPE 
table. Populating the Defect Type Standard from the 
DEFECT_TYPE table allows defect types to be added to the 
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system by simply entering them into the DEFECT_TYPE table.
No code changes are required to introduce new defect types 
to the system. The Defect Recording Dog is shown in Figure 
8 on page 23.
5.3.1.4 Size Estimating Template. The Size Estimating 
Template is not actually part of the PSP until PSP1, but is
Figure 28. PSPO/PSPO.l Size Estimating Template
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included in PSPO and PSPO.1 in Moops to provide a 
convenient place to store data on user objects created at 
these levels of the PSP. Data on these objects wi-11 be 
required at later levels. This limited version of the Size
89
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file Edit AView|/' • Favor ites k Tocfc. -y {-help Address http://moops.ias.csusb.edu:8080/summary.php?prog=48 .riji3 JO
3
Time in Phase (min.) Plan Actual To Date To Date %
Planning 22 6 25 5.3
Design 45 32 71 14.9
Code 75 114 ' 179 37.7
Compile 29 -30 55 11.6
Test 17 90 105 22.1 ■
Postmortem 23' 20 40 8.4 rk:
Total I210 292 475 100
J bj;
Defects Injected . Actual To Date To Date %
1.>
j .
1
Planning 0 0 0
Design 0 0 0
Code 3 7 100
Compile 0 0 0
Test 0 0 0 1
Total Development 3 7 100
Defects Removed Actual To Date To Date %
I
i
I
Planning 0 0 0
Design 0 0 0
Code 0 0 0
Compile 3 7 100
Test 0 0 0 i ‘
Total Development 3 7 100 L
After Development
If you have any questions or comments please contact the Webmaster
^]Done '■...........  —uL «... - . 1 ; I.... [ Internet . ...........2
Figure 30. PSPO.1 Project Plan Summary (continued)
Estimating Template is shown in Figure 28. In this limited 
version, the user only-needs to fill in the name, type, 
number of methods, and actual LOC for the object.
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5.3.2 PSPO.l
PSPO.1 is the next level of the PSP. It introduces 
the Process Improvement Proposal and a modified Project 
Plan Summary. The Time Recording Log, Defect Recording 
Log, and limited Size Estimated Template remain unchanged 
from PSPO.' In addition to these forms, the user will fill, 
in the additional fields in the Project Plan Summary and 
the Process Improvement Proposal.
5.3.2.1 PSPO.l Project Plan Summary. The PSPO.l 
Project Plan Summary retains all the fields from the PSPO 
Project Plan Summary and adds user inputs for plan new and 
changed LOC, actual base LOC, actual deleted LOC, actual 
modified LOC, and actual reused LOC. Moops will use these 
values entered by the user to fill in all the other values 
in the Project Plan Summary. The PSPO.l Project Plan 
Summary is shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30.
5.3.2.2 Process Improvement Proposal. The Process 
Improvement Proposal gives users a place to make 
suggestions for improvements to the PSP. Moops stores the 
user data entered in the Process Improvement Proposal as 
formatted by the user in the multi-line text boxes on the 
page. The Process Improvement Proposal is shown in Figure 
16 on page 36.
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5.3.3 PSP1
At PSP1, the user will begin using size data from 
previous programs to make size predictions for the current
Moops - Assignment A- Microsoft Internet Exploi er „ ,
1------------------------------------
Home- -1; Programs v J Forms -T-s Scnpts.'r. Options ▼ Help
7^- ,......... . '.............   . _ ...............a
."gjDone . ‘ ' 'P , I I .'I 4® Internet .
Assignment 4 - PSP1 Projec t Plan Summary
Summary Plan Actual To Date
LOC/Hour 15 24.1 36.1
Program Size (LOC) Hau Actual To Date
Base (B) 0 0
(Measured) (Measured)
Deleted (D) 0 0
(Counted)
Modified (M) 0 ' 0
(Estimated) (Counted)
Added (A) 30 61
(N-M) (T-B+D-R)
Reused (R) 100 110 188 1
(Estimated) (Counted)
New and Changed (N) |3 0  . 61 500
(Estimated) (A+M)
Total LOC (I) 130 |171 926
(N+B-M-D+R) (Measured)
Total New Reusable 20 30 282
Figure 31. PSP1 Project Plan Summary 
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program. The full Size Estimating Template and the Test 
Reporting Template are introduced at PSP1. The Project 
Plan Summary is expanded at PSP1, but since some of the 
user values are moved to the Size Estimating Template there 
are actually fewer fields for the user to complete in the 
Project Plan Summary at PSP1 than there were at PSPO.1.
5.3.3.1 PSP1 Project Plan Summary. The PSP1 Project 
Plan Summary expands upon the PSPO.1 Project Plan Summary. 
Although several fields have been added to the PSP1 Project 
Plan Summary that were not in the PSPO.1 Project Plan 
Summary, several of the user inputs have been moved from 
the Project Plan Summary to the Size Estimating Template. 
The user is required to fill in only the total plan time, 
the plan new and changed LOC, and the actual total LOC.
The upper portion of the PSP1 Project Plan Summary is shown 
in Figure 31. The lower portion is identical to the lower 
portion of the PSPO.1 Project Plan Summary shown in Figure 
30 on page 90.
5.3.3.2 Size Estimating Template. At PSP1, the full 
Size Estimating Template is introduced. The Size 
Estimating Template has three major sections. At the top, 
the user fills in the estimated and actual base LOC, 
deleted LOC, and modified LOC. These values are used by
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Moops to' fill in the Project Plan Summary, saving the user 
the trouble of entering the values twice.
The next section of the Size Estimating Template 
contains data on base, new, and reused objects. To add a 
base object, the user needs to enter the object name, type, 
number of methods, relative size, estimated LOC, and actual 
LOC. Users can edit existing base objects by clicking the 
"Edit" button at the end of the row for that object. When 
the "Edit" button is clicked, all of the text fields in the 
row will become inputs allowing the user to make changes. 
Changes can be saved by clicking the "Save" button or 
discarded by clicking the "Cancel" button. While the user 
is editing an object, all other controls on the page are 
disabled. The middle section of the Size Estimating 
Template also contains the new objects field. The new 
objects inputs work identically to the base object inputs 
with the addition of an optional asterisk after the actual 
LOC. The asterisk after the actual LOC indicates that the 
new object is reusable and Moops should make it available 
in the reused objects drop-down box in future programs.
The last item in the middle section of the Size 
Estimating Template is the reused object field. Moops 
makes all objects from previous programs marked by the user 
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as reusable available in the reused objects drop-down box. 
Objects are listed by name with the name of the program to 
which they belong in parenthesis. Moops will fill in the 
estimated LOC, which is the actual LOC from the original 
program, and the user will fill in the actual LOC. Moops 
will update the totals for base, new, and reused objects as 
objects are added and deleted.
The lower portion of the Size Estimating Template 
contains the PROBE estimating data for size and time. The 
user chooses one PROBE estimating method for size and one 
for time with the help of the PROBE Estimating Method page 
and selects those methods from the two drop-down boxes. 
For methods A and B, the user also chooses a prediction 
interval percent from the drop-down boxes at the bottom of 
the page. For methods C and D, the user chooses a 
prediction range for both size and time. The Size 
Estimating Template is shown in Figure 10 on page 27 and 
Figure 11 on page 28.
5.3.3.3 Object Category Sizes. Moops computes the 
object category sizes for the user and displays them on the 
Object Category Sizes page. These calculations guide the 
user in choosing the estimated LOC for new objects. Moops 
displays both the standard deviation method and the natural
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Figure 32. Object Category Sizes
log method. Users may choose to display objects by type or 
in one group using the radio buttons above the tables.
5.3.3.4 PROBE Estimating Method. The PROBE Estimating 
Method page of Moops assists users in choosing an
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appropriate PROBE method for size and time. The two pages 
for size and time function very similarly. The user 
chooses a PROBE method from the drop-down box at the top of 
the page. For PROBE method D, a message is displayed which 
explains that the user.should use this method if no 
historical data exists and to use their judgment in 
choosing values for size and time. For PROBE method C,
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ij File.?'Edit r Mew : Favorites i Iools Help jAddress WS<Go ‘ffi-.»■■*■[ hip |
Home 1 Programs 'r ’ Forms ’ < Scripts 'r Options ■*■ ' Help ■’’
Assignment 9 - PROBE Estimating Method - Size
PROBE Estimating Method: [S3
Program Plan Added and Modified Size Actual Added and Modified Size:
Assignment 2! 250 179
Assignment 3\ 75 . 130
Assignment 4! 30  . 61|
Assignment 5i 60 54.........................................................................
Assignment 6 152 ................ 149
Assignment 8! 56 97
Total 623 670 |
Pt = 670 / 623 = 1.0754414125201
If you have any questions or comments please contact the Webmaster
Internet
Figure 34. PROBE Estimating Method C
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historical data from previous programs is displayed in a 
table and the value for betal'is calculated from this data 
and displayed.
For PROBE methods A and B, the data are displayed in a
^|Moops-As5ignment9-MiiTnsuH lnlikimkl I spit rrt „„ >
|-Address http://moops.las.csusb.edu:8080/probeZesdmating met:riOd size.ph| | Go | S T W|
Assignment 9 - PROBE Estimating Method - Size 
Correlation (r2): 0.88214216709186 
Significance (2*(l-p)): 
0.017820931282233
Program
Plan ilActual
Added [Added 
and land
Modified Modified
Assignment 21250 q!79
Assignment 4130 [61
Assignment 5 60 [154
Assignment 6 |152 ^|149
Assignment 8 ]56 i|97 ;
Total [623 [670
pj: 0.56409
Po: 46.17592
20
Figure 35. PROBE Estimating Method B
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table to the right. Moops does the linear regression 
calculations and displays the regression parameters under 
the data. The data are plotted in the grid on the left 
side of the screen. Moops displays the computed line. 
Each of the data points is displayed in the grid as a 
checkbox. The user may exclude outlying data and thus get 
better regression results by clicking to uncheck the 
corresponding box. Moops recalculates the linear 
regression parameters and redisplays the line when boxes 
are checked or unchecked.
5.3.3.5 Test Reporting Template. The Test Reporting 
Template provides a format for the user's test results. 
For each test the user creates a new entry in the Test 
Report Template. Entries may be edited or deleted by the 
user. Moops will prompt the user for confirmation before 
deleting an entry in the Test Reporting Template. The Test 
Reporting Template is shown in Figure 15 on page 35.
5.3.4 PSP1.1
PSP1.1 introduces the Test and Schedule Planning 
Templates. These templates are used to assist the user in 
schedule planning.
5.3.4.1 PSP1.1 Project Plan Summary. The PSP1.1 
Project Plan Summary expands upon the PSP1 Project Plan
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Summary. There are several more pieces of data added to 
the top section of the form. No additional user inputs are 
required on the PSP1.1 Project Plan Summary over the PSP1 
Project Plan Summary. Moops fills in all of the additional
IffiMoons - Assmiinii ill r InleiiieH Apli 111 .-(aixl
‘ File Edit View Favorites: Tools Help 7 j Address http://moops.ias.csusb.edu:8080/summary.php?prog=290&. ~ "160 .1.^1 ”l
Assignment 5 - PSP1.1 Project Plan Summary
Summary Plan Actual To Date
LOC/Hour 30.8 17.9 32.8
Planned Time 117 867
Actual Time 181 1012
CPI (Cost-Performance Index) 0.857
(Plarmed/Adual)
% Reused 0 0 19.2
% New Reusable 38.3 48.1 55.6
Program Size (LOC) Plan Actual To Date
Base (B) 0 0
(Measured.) (Measured) L-J
Deleted (D) 0 0
(Estimated) (Counted)
Modified (M) 0 0
(Estimated) (Counted)
Added (A) 60 54
(K-M) (T-B+D-R)
Reused (R.) 0 0 188 “'i
(Estimated) (Counted) •3
New and Changed (N) I60 54 554
(Estimated) (A+M)
Total LOC (T) 60 |54 980
(N+B-M-D+R) (Measured)
Total New Reusable 23 26 308
(LjOone
il
, [{j) Internet
Figure 36. PSP1.1 Project Plan Summary
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values. The upper section of the PSP1.1 Project Plan 
Summary is shown in Figure 36. The lower section of the 
PSP1.1 Project Plan Summary is identical to the lower 
section of the PSPO.1 Project Plan Summary shown in Figure 
30 on page 90.
5.3.4.2 Task Planning Template. The Task Planning 
Template helps the user schedule when each phase of the 
program will be completed. To create an entry in the Task 
Planning Template the user only needs to choose the phase 
from the drop-down box and enter the date on which the work 
will be done. Moops will calculate the planned value, 
cumulative minutes, cumulative planned value, and totals. 
When the user enters a task, Moops will enter the total 
number of minutes required to complete that phase of the 
program by subtracting any minutes already scheduled for 
the phase from the total number of plan minutes for that 
phase. If the completion of the phase is to be spread over 
more than one date, the user may edit the plan minutes by 
clicking the "Edit" button at the end of the row.
The user need not fill in any of the values under the 
actual section of the Task Planning Template. Moops will 
calculate these values based on the user's entries in the
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Time Recording Log. The Task Planning Template is shown in
Figure 14 on page 32.
i Home • Programs ’ Forms ’ ' Scripts ’ Options ’ ’ Help 7
Logged in as tom
Assignment 5 - Schedule Planning Template
If you have any questions or comments please contact the Webmaster
Plan  Actual |
No, Date i
Direct j 
Minutes!
Cumulative 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Planned 
Value
Direct ; 
Minutes
Cumulative j 
Minutes '
Cumulative! 
Earned 
Value
1
I.....
2007-
02-07
80 80 68.1 146 146 88.2
2
2007-'
02-10
37 117 100 35 181 100 |
4 .. ../•.......... •" ; \ . ... . '..................  ~ ~ ■............... ............ .........................._... ............  _J
gjDone ” ~ . I , i® Internet . •’
Figure 37. Schedule Planning Template
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Assignment 8 - PSP2 Project Plan Summary
Summary
LOC/Hour
Plan
21
Actual
29.4
To Date
33.2
Planned Time 160 1467 p >
Actual Time 198 1445
CPI (Cost-Performance Index) 1.015 ■
% Reused 63.6 36.3
(PlannedZActual)
27.8
% New Reusable 48.2 53.6 59
Test Defects/KLOC 7.1 0 6.3
Total Defects/KLOC 31.3 20.6 30
Yield % 0 50 4.167 !• "
Program Size (LOC)
Base (B)
Plan
0
Actual
57
To Date
Deleted (D)
(Measured) 
0
(Measured) 
0
Modified (M) 0
(Courted)
17
:-il
Added (A)
(Estimated)
56
(Counted)
80
Reused (R)
(N-M)
98
(T-B+D-R)
78 415 ri
(Estimated) (Counted)
New and Changed (N) ]56 97 800
(Estimated) (A+M)
Total LOC (T) 154
|215 ....... i 1493
Total New Reusable
(N+B-M-D+R)
27
(Measured)
52 472
DPI (70%) 83.9 ■" .j
LPI (70%) 48.9
Time in Phase (min.)
Planning
Plan Actual
13 25
To Date
146
To Date %
10.1
(ii
Design 16 20 170 11.8
,<i............ .....................................
1 c 1 fl 1 Ci " -. i
[^Done* . .. ■- .rrrr Internet
Figure 38. PSP2 Project Plan Summary
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5.3.4.3 Schedule Planning Template. The Schedule 
Planning Template is a summary of the Task Planning 
Template which is grouped by date. There are no user 
inputs on the Schedule Planning Template. Moops will 
complete this form for the user.
5.3.5 PSP2
PSP2 adds more data to the Project Plan Summary and 
introduces the review checklists.
5.3.5.1 PSP2 Project Plan Summary. The PSP2 Project 
Plan Summary contains several additional fields in the top 
section. All of these fields are filled in by Moops. A 
section of defect statistics has also been added to the 
bottom of the Project Plan Summary at PSP2. Moops will 
also fill in these values for the user.
5.3.5.2 Design Review Checklist. The Design Review 
Checklist contains a number of items that must be completed 
by the user during the design review phase of the PSP. 
Moops implements the Design Review Checklist as a table 
with item names on the left, item descriptions in the 
center and a column of checkboxes on the right. The user 
checks each checkbox as the items are completed.
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Figure 39. PSP2 Project Plan Summary (continued)
5.3.5.3 Code Review Checklist. The Code Review 
Checklist works similarly to the Design' Review Checklist, 
but contains items related to code review.
5.3.6 PSP2.1
At PSP2.1 the Project Plan Summary and Code Review 
Checklist are modified.slightly.
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5.3.6.1 PSP2.1 Project Plan Summary. The PSP2.1
Project Plan Summary adds additional fields for appraisal 
and failure COQ. Moops completes these fields for the 
user.
5.3.6.2 Code Review Checklist. The Code Review 
Checklist has been updated at PSP2.1 to include expanded 
item descriptions.
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Figure 40. PSP2.1 Project Plan Summary
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5.3.7 PSP3
PSP3 makes one drastic change from PSP2.1. At PSP3, 
each program is divided into two or more development 
cycles. In order to support cycles, PSP3 includes the 
Cycle Plan Summary.
5.3.7.1 PSP3 Project Plan Summary. The PSP3 Project 
Plan Summary is identical to the PSP2.1 Project Plan 
Summary except that two of the user inputs have been moved 
to the Cycle Summary. At PSP3, the user need only fill in 
the total plan time in the Project Plan Summary. Moops 
fills in all other values.
5.3.7.2 Cycle Summary. There are two Cycle Summary 
forms in PSP3, the Cycle Summary Plan and the Cycle Summary 
Actual. On the Cycle Summary Actual, the user only needs 
to fill in the actual total LOC for each cycle. Moops will 
fill in all other values in the form. On the Cycle Summary 
Plan, in addition to filling in the plan total LOC for each 
cycle, the user can create and delete program cycles. The 
user adds a cycle by clicking the "Add a Cycle" button at 
the top of the page. The user deletes a cycle by clicking 
the "Delete" button at the top of the column for that 
cycle. Moops will prompt the user for confirmation before 
deleting the cycle.
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Home , Programs ’ Forms ’ ? Scripts ’ Options ’ Help ’ - ,
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Figure 41. Cycle Summary Plan
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Logged ill as tom
psp3 - Cycle Summary Actual
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Figure 42. Cycle Summary Actual
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5.3.8 Options Menu
The options menu on the menu bar contains the print, 
logout, and profile options. The print option opens a 
printable version of the current form in a new browser
b^Moops - Microsoft Internet Explorer’ *
i---------------------- :-------------WIHBBWMWI Address jll http://moops.ias csusb edu 8080/prof:le.php
. OptionsHome Programs Forms
Change Password
Profile
; Full Name: I [Torn Gigler | Edit)
i bsiructorniDr. Concepcion [ Edit {
Programming Language: mC++
I Edit |
If you have any questions or comments please contact the Webmaster
... ...............J. d
Figure 43. Profile Page
I; k, Internet"
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window. The user can use the logout option to log out of 
Moops. The profile option takes the user to the profile 
page.
On the profile page, the user can change their 
password or edit their profile. The user profile consists 
of a full name field, an instructor field, and a 
programming language field. Moops uses the values entered 
by the user into these fields to create the header at the 
top of the printable forms.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
6.1 Conclusion
Moops makes the PSP much easier for the students of 
the CSCI655 Graduate Software Engineering class at CSUSB. 
Several of the students of the fall 2007 class commented 
that the class would have been much more difficult were it 
not for Moops. With Moops the students have an 
implementation of the PSP which matches exactly the forms 
they need to complete for their assignments. Moops users 
only need to enter each piece of data related to the PSP 
once. Moops completes all calculations related to the data 
and copies the data to any other PSP forms on which it 
needs to appear. This reduces the chance of omission and 
transcription errors and eliminates the chance of 
calculation errors. This is especially important in the 
implementation of the PSP since all work is cumulative and 
the planning for each program is based on data from earlier 
programs.
Because Moops is based completely on open source 
software, interested students may set up their own servers 
if they wish to continue using the PSP and Moops for their 
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software engineering projects outside of the CSUSB CSCI655 
class.
6.2 Future Direction
While Moops is a complete software package, like any 
piece of software, there is always room to extend and 
refine it. Many of the students of the fall 2007 CSCI655 
class had suggestions for improvement to Moops that have 
not yet been implemented. The following are several 
features, some suggested by Moops users, which could be 
added to extend Moops.
6.2.1 Program Printing
One feature in particular users said they would like 
to see, is the ability to print an entire program with one 
click. Currently, to print a program, users need to go to 
each individual form of the program and choose "Print" from 
the "Options" menu. Even better, a feature could be added 
to create a PDF document containing all the forms for a 
program. Users could then print or save the PDF file.
6.2.2 Print PROBE Estimating Page
Another feature that could be added to Moops is the 
ability to print the PROBE Estimating Method page. Since 
the PROBE Estimating Method is not actually one of the PSP 
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forms, it was thought that the printing of this page would 
be unnecessary. Users have found the PROBE Estimating 
Method page extremely useful and would like the ability to 
print it out and turn it in as part of their program 
package.
6.2.3 Add Manager Users
Moops was designed with the students of the CSCI655 
class in mind, but features could also be added to improve 
the instructor's work flow. Future versions of Moops could 
add the concept of a "manager" level user. Managers would 
have access to view data and programs of any users assigned 
to them. The instructor of the CSCI655 class could then be 
created as a "manager" level user to which each of the 
students would be assigned. Not only would this feature 
allow the instructor to more closely monitor the progress 
of the students through the PSP, but it would also allow 
for paperless grading of programs.
6.2.4 Storage of Source Code
Moops could also be modified to allow storage of 
source code along with the PSP forms related to a program. 
This would be required to make paperless grading truly 
complete. If source code was stored within Moops, Moops 
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could potentially collect data on LOC for the users rather 
than requiring the users to enter that data manually.
6.2.5 Modify Form Content
Form content, such as the design review steps, code 
review steps, and program phases could be made to be 
editable by users. If users find that an additional design 
or code review step would be useful to them, they should be 
able to add or create that step. Similarly, if users find 
that a particular design or code review step is not useful, 
they should be able to delete it. Users could also be 
given the ability to add or remove program phases. This 
would be most useful for removing the compile phase. Many 
users commented that in their workflow, coding and 
compiling are more logically one phase.
The Moops tables for review steps and phases were 
designed with this modification in mind. The PHP classes 
fetch all review step and phase information from the 
database tables. Adding these features should require 
minimal modifications to the existing classes. A user 
interface for adding and deleting review steps and program 
phases would be required.
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These and many other modifications could potentially 
be made to Moops to create a better, more seamless 
experience for the user.
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APPENDIX A
CREATING MOOPS TABLES
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CREATE TABLES
CREATE TABLE 'cycle' (
'id' int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
'programid' int(11) default NULL,
'number' int(11) default NULL, 
'total_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'base_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'est base loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'deleted_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'est_deleted_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'modified_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'est_modified_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'plan_newchg_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'range size' 
'range time' 
PRIMARY KEY
int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
('id')
) ENGINE=MyISAM AUTO_INCREMENT=26 DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl;
CREATE TABLE 'defect' (
'id' int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment,
'programid' int(11) default NULL,
'date' date default NULL,
'number' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'type' int(11) default NULL,
'inject_phase' varchar(50) default NULL,
'remove_phase' varchar(50) default NULL,
'fixtime' int(11) default NULL,
'fixref' int(11) default NULL,
'description' varchar(200) default NULL,
'inject_cycleid' int(11) default NULL,
'remove_cycleid' int(11) default NULL,
PRIMARY KEY ('id'),
KEY 'programid' ('programid'),
KEY 'fixref' ('fixref')
) ENGINE=MyISAM AUTO_INCREMENT=1244 DEFAULT CHARSET=latini;
CREATE TABLE 'defect_type' (
'type' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'name' varchar(lOO) default NULL,
'description' text,
PRIMARY KEY ('type')
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latini;
CREATE TABLE 'exclude_data_point' (
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'programid' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'prev_programid' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'method' char(l) NOT NULL default '',
'size_time' varchar(4) NOT NULL default '', 
PRIMARY KEY
('programid','prev_programid','method','size_time')
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latini;
CREATE TABLE 'level' (
'id' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'level' varchar(20) default NULL,
PRIMARY KEY ('id')
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latini;
CREATE TABLE 'obj ect' (
'id' int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment,
'programid' int(11) default NULL,
'name' varchar(40) default NULL,
'type' varchar(20) NOT NULL default '',
'methods' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'rel_size' varchar(20) default NULL,
'loc' int(11) default NULL,
'reuse' tinyint(l) default NULL,
'new_base' varchar(20) NOT NULL default '',
'est_loc' int(11) default NULL,
'cycleid' int(11) default NULL,
PRIMARY KEY ('id'),
KEY 'programid' ('programid')
) ENGINE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=712 DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl;
CREATE TABLE 'phase'. (
'name' varchar(50) NOT NULL default '', 
'number' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'programid' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O'
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latini;
CREATE TABLE 'pip' (
'id' int(11) NOT,NULL auto_increment,
'programid' int(11) default NULL,
'problem' text,
'proposal' text,
'notes' text,
PRIMARY KEY ('id')
) ENGINE=MyISAM AUTO_INCREMENT=29 DEFAULT CHARSET=latini;
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CREATE TABLE 'program' (
'id1 int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
'level' int(11) default NULL,
'username' varchar(20) default NULL, 
'name' varchar(50) default NULL, 
'number' int(11) default NULL,
'plan_time' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'total_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'base_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'est_base_loc' int(11) NOT NULL- default 'O', 
'deleted_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'est_deleted_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'modified_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'est_modified_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'reused_loc' int(11) default NULL,
'plan_newchg_loc' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'category_groups' tinyint(1) NOT NULL default 'O',
'probe_method_loc' char(l) default NULL, 
'probe_method_time' char(l) default NULL, 
'range_size' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'range_time' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'prediction_interval_size' int(11) default '70', 
'prediction_interval_time' int(11) default '70', 
PRIMARY KEY ('id'),
KEY 'username' ('username'),
KEY 'level' ('level')
) ENGINE=MyISAM AUTO_INCREMENT=499 DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl;
CREATE TABLE 'reuse' (
'programid' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'objectid' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'actual_loc' int(11) default NULL, 
'cycleid' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
PRIMARY KEY ('programid','objectid','cycleid') 
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latini;
CREATE TABLE 'review' (
'programid' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'review_step_name' varchar(lOO) NOT NULL default '', 
'phase' varchar(50) NOT NULL default '', 
'cycleid' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
PRIMARY KEY
('programid', 'review_step_name', 'phase 1, 'cycleid')
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latini;
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CREATE TABLE 'review_step' (. 1
'name1 varchar(lOO) NOT NULL default ' 
'description' text,
'level' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O',
'phase' varchar(50) NOT NULL default '',
'number' int(11) default NULL,
PRIMARY KEY ('name','level','phase')
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl;
CREATE TABLE 'task' (
'id' int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
'number' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'name' varchar(50) NOT NULL default '', 
'minutes' float NOT NULL default 'O', 
'plan_date' date NOT NULL default '0000-00-00', 
'actual_date' date default NULL,
'programid' int(11) NOT NULL default 'O', 
'cycleid' int(11) default NULL,
PRIMARY KEY ('id')
) ENGINE=MyISAM AUTO_INCREMENT=1132 DEFAULT CHARSET=latini;
CREATE TABLE 'test_report' (
'id' int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
'programid' int(11) default NULL, 
'name' varchar(200) default NULL,
'objective' text, 
'description' text, 
'conditions' text,
'expected_results' text,
'actual_results' text,
PRIMARY KEY ('id')
) ENGINE=MyISAM AUTO_INCREMENT=181 DEFAULT CHARSET=latini;
CREATE TABLE 'time' (
'id' int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
'programid' int(11) default NULL, 
'date' date default NULL,
'starttime' time default NULL, 
'stoptime' time default NULL, 
'int_time' int(11) default NULL, 
'phase' varchar(50) default NULL, 
'comments' varchar(200) default NULL, 
'cycleid' int(11) default NULL,
PRIMARY KEY ('id'),
KEY 'programid' ('programid')
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) ENGINE=MyISAM AUT0_INCREMENT=2016 DEFAULT CHARSET=latini;
CREATE TABLE 'user' (
'username' varchar(20) NOT NULL default '',
'password' varchar(2 0) default NULL,
'temp_pass' varchar(20) default NULL,
'email' varchar(50) default NULL,
'fullname' varchar(50) default NULL,
'manager' varchar(50) default NULL,
'language' varchar(50) default NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY ('username")
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl;
-- POPULATE TABLES
INSERT INTO 'defect_type' VALUES
(10,'Documentation','Comments, messages'),
(20,'Syntax','Spelling, punctuation, typos, 
instruction formats') ,
(30,'Build, Package','Change management, library, 
version control'),
(40, 'Assignment', 'Declaration, duplicate names, scope, 
limits'),
(50,'Interface','Procedure calls and references, I/O, 
user formats'),
(60,'Checking','Error messages, inadequate checks'), 
(70,'Data','Structure, content'),
(80,'Function','Logic, pointers, loops, recursion, 
computation, function defects'),
(90,'System','Configuration, timing, memory'), 
(100,'Environment','Design, compile, test, or other 
support system problems');
INSERT INTO 'level' VALUES
(0, 'PSP0') ,
(1,'PSP0.1'),
(2,'PSP1'),
(3,'PSP1.1'),
(4,'PSP2'),
(5,'PSP2.1'),
(6, 'PSP3') ;
INSERT INTO 'review_step' VALUES
('Complete','Verify that the code covers all of the 
design. ',4, 'Code Review',1) ,
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('Includes 1,'Verify that the includes are 
complete. ' , 4 , ' Code Review1,2) ,
('Initialization','Check variable and parameter 
initialization.&#10;- at program initiation&#10;- at 
start of every loop&#10;- at class/function/procedure 
entry',4,'Code Review',3),
('Calls','Check function call formats.&#10;- 
pointers&#10;- parameters&#10;- use of 
\'&amp;\'',4,'Code Review',4),
('Names','Check name spelling and use.&#10;- Is it 
consistent?&#10;- Is it within the declared scope?&#10;- 
Do all structures and classes use \'.\' reference?',4,'Code 
Review',5),
('Strings','Check that all strings are&#10;- 
identified by pointers&#10;- terminated by NULL',4,'Code 
Review',6),
('Pointers','Check that all&#10;- pointers are 
initialized NULL&#10;- pointers are deleted only after 
new&#10;- new pointers are always deleted after 
use',4, 'Code Review1,7) ,
('Output Format','Check the output format.&#10;-
Line stepping is proper.&#10;- Spacing is 
proper.',4,'Code Review',8),
('() Pairs','Ensure that () are proper and 
matched.',4,'Code Review' , 9) ,
('Logic Operators','- Verify the proper use of ==, =, ||,
and so on.&#10;~ Check every logic function for proper 
() . ',4, 'Code Review',10) ,
('Line-by-line check','Check every line of code 
for&#10;- instruction syntax&#10;- proper 
punctuation' , 4 , 'Code Review',11) ,
('Standards','Ensure that the code conforms to the 
coding standards.',4,'Code Review',12),
('File Open and Close','Verify that all files 
are&#10;- properly declared&#10;- opened&#10;- 
closed',4 , 'Code Review',13),
('Complete','Verify that the design covers all of the 
applicable requirements.&#10;- All specified outputs are 
produced.&#10;- All needed inputs are furnished.&#10;- 
All required includes are stated.',4,'Design Review',1),
('External Limits','Where the design assumes or relies 
upon external limits, determine if behavior is correct at 
nominal values, at limits, and beyond limits.',4,'Design 
Review',2),
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('Logic','- Verify that program sequencing is 
proper.&#10; Stacks, lists, and so on are in the
proper order.&#10; Recursion unwinds properly.&#10;-
Verify that all loops are properly initiated, incremented, 
and terminated.&#10;- Examine each conditional statement 
and verify all cases.',4,'Design Review',3),
('Logic','- Verify that program sequencing is 
proper.&#10; Stacks, lists, and so on are in the
proper order.&#10; Recursion unwinds properly.&#10;-
Verify that all loops are properly initiated, incremented, 
and terminated.&#10;- Examine each conditional statement 
and verify all cases.&#10;- Use defined verification 
methods such as execution tables, trace tables, or 
mathematical verification.',6,'Design Review',3),
('Internal Limits','Where the design assumes or relies 
upon internal limits, determine if behavior is correct at 
nominal values, at limits, and beyond limits.',4,'Design 
Review',4),
('Special Cases','- Check all special cases . &#10 ,- - 
Ensure proper operation with empty, full, minimum, maximum, 
negative, and ero values for all variables . &#10,- - Protect 
against out-of-limits, overflow, and underflow 
conditions.&#10;- Ensure \"impossible\" conditions are 
absolutely impossible.&#10;- Handle all possible 
incorrect or error conditions.',4,'Design Review',5),
('Functional Use','- Verify that all functions, 
procedures, or methods are fully understood and properly 
used.&#10;- Verify that all externally referenced 
abstractions are precisely defined.',4,'Design Review',6),
('System Considerations','- Verify that the program 
does not cause system limits to be exceeded.&#10;- Verify 
that all security-sensitive data are from trusted 
sources.&#10;- Verify that all safety conditions conform 
to the safety specifications.',4,'Design Review',7),
('Names','Verify that&#10;- all special names are 
clear, defined, and authenticated&#10;- the scopes of all 
variables and parameters are self-evident or defined&#10;- 
all named items are used within their declared
scopes',4,'Design Review',8),
('Standards','Ensure that the design conforms to all 
applicable design standards.',4,'Design Review', 9) ;
INSERT INTO 'user' VALUES
('admin',PASSWORD('changeme'),NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL 
) ;
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APPENDIX B
MOOPS DIRECTORY STRUCTURE
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moops/admin.php 
moops/CorrelationCalc.php 
moops/Cycle.php 
moops/cycle_summary_actual.php 
moops/eye1e_summary_plan.php 
moops/DBConnection.php 
moops/Defect.php 
moops/defect_log.php 
moops/footer.inc 
moops/forgotpass.php 
moops/header.inc 
moop s/home.php 
moops/index.php 
moops/Level.php 
moops/LinearReg.php 
moops/Login.php 
moops/logout.php 
moops/moops.jpg 
moops/NumericalIntegrator.php 
moops/Object.php 
moops/obj ect_size_category.php 
moops/Phase.php 
moops/pi_proposal.php 
moops/PIP.php 
moops/probe_estimating_method_size.php 
moops/probe_estimating_method_time.php 
moops/profile.php 
moops/Program.php 
moops/PSPO.l_pps.inc 
moops/PSPO_pps.inc 
moops/PSPl.l_pps.inc 
moops/PSPl_pps.inc 
moops/PSP2.l_pps.inc 
moops/PSP2_pps.inc 
moops/PSP3_pps.inc 
moops/PSP3 Program.php 
moops/Review.php 
moops/review_checklist.php 
moops/schedule_plan_template.php 
moops/size_est_template.php 
moops/size_est_template_alt.php 
moops/style.css 
moop s/summary.php 
moops/Task.php 
moops/task_plan_template.php 
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moops/test_report_template.php 
moops/TestReport.php 
moops/Time.php
moops/time_log.php 
moops/User.php 
moops/verify.inc
moops/help/cycle_summary_actual_help.php 
moops/help/cycle_summary_plan_help.php 
moops/help/defect_log_help.php
moops/help/f aq.php 
moops/help/obj ect_size_category_help.php 
moops/help/pi_proposal_help.php 
moops/help/probe_estimating_method_size_help.php 
moops/help/probe_estimating_method_time_help.php 
moops/help/PSPO.l_summary_help.php 
moops/help/PSPO_summary_help.php 
moops/help/PSPl.l_summary_help.php 
moops/help/PSPl_j3ummary_help. php 
moops/help/PSP2.l_summary_help.php 
moops/help/PSP2_summary_help.php 
moops/help/review_checklist_help.php 
moops/help/schedule_plan_template_help.php 
moops/help/size_est_template_help.php 
moops/help/task_plan_template_help.php 
moops/help/test_report_template_help.php 
moops/help/time_log_help.php
moops/j avascripts/admin.j s 
moops/j avascripts/aj ax.j s 
moops/j avascripts/cycle_summary.j s 
moops/j avascripts/defect_log.j s 
moops/j avascripts/home.j s 
moops/j avascripts/obj ect_size_category.j s 
moops/j avascripts/pip.j s 
moops/j avascripts/probe_estimating_method.j s 
moops/j avascripts/profile.j s 
moops/j avascripts/review.j s
moops/j avascripts/size_est_template.j s 
moops/j avascripts/summary_pspO.1.j s 
moops/javascripts/summary_pspO.j s 
moops/j avascripts/summary_pspl.j s 
moops/j avascripts/task_plan_template.j s 
moops/j avascripts/test_report_template.j s 
moops/j avascripts/time_log.j s
i 
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moops/request_scripts/admin_action.php 
moops/request_scripts/cycle_summary_action.php 
moops/request_scripts/defect_log_action.php 
moops/request_scripts/home_action.php 
moops/request_scripts/obj ect_size_category_action.php 
moops/request_scripts/pip_action.php 
moops/request_scripts/probe_estimating_method_action.php 
moops/request_scripts/profile_action.php 
moops/request_scripts/review_action.php 
moops/request_scripts/summary_request.php 
moops/request_scripts/task_plan_template_action.php 
moops/request_scripts/test_report_action.php 
moops/request_scripts/time_log_action.php 
moopsIwz_j sgraphics/wz_j sgraphics.j s’
moops/scripts/code_review_script.php 
moops/scripts/design_review_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPO.l_development_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPO.l_planning_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPO.l_postmortem_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPO.l_process_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPO_development__script . php 
moops/scripts/PSPO_planning_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPO_postmortem_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPO_process_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPl.l_development_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPl.l_planning_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPl.l_postmortem_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPl.l_process_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPl_development_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPl_planning_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPl_postmortem_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSPl_process_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSP2.l_development_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSP2.l_planning_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSP2.l_postmortem_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSP2.l_process_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSP2_development_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSP2_planning_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSP2_postmortem_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSP2_process_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSP3_development_script.php 
moops/scripts/PSP3_planning_script.php
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moops/scripts/PSP3_postmortem_script.php
moops/scripts/PSP3_process_script.php
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APPENDIX C
TEST RESULTS
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PSPO Project Plan Summary
Name: Daniel Mahabee____________________
Program: Lab 1A___________________________
Instructor: Con cep ci on________________________
Number: J____________
Language: Java_________
Time in Phase (min.)
Planning
Han Actual
30
To Date
30
To Date %
5.6
Design 150 150 27.8
Code 300 300 55.6
Compile 0 0 0
Test 15 15 2.8
Postmortem 45 45 8.3
Total 400 540 540 100
Defects hij ected Actual To Date To Date %
Pl anning 3 3 37.5
Design 0 0 0
Code 4 4 50
Compile 0 0 0
Test 1 1 12.5
Total Development 8 8 100
Defects Removed Actual To Date To Date %
Planning 0 0 0
Design 3 3 37.5
Code 1 1 12.5
Compile 4 4 50
Test 0 0 0
Total Development 8 8 100
Aft er D ev el opm ent
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Time Recording Log
Name: Daniel Mahabee____________________
Pr ogr am: Lab 1A___________________________
Instructor: Concepcion________________________
Number: _1____________
Language: Java_________
Date Start. Stop hit. Time
Delta 
Time Phase Comments
2007-09-
29 8:00 8:30 0 30 Pl anning
2007-09-
29 8:30 11:00 0 150 Design
2007-09-
30 7:00 12:00 0 300 Code
2007-09-
30 11:00 11:15 0 15 Test
2007-09-
30 11:15 12:00 0 45 Postmortem
Total: 540
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Defect Recording L og
Name: Daniel Mahabee____________________
Pr ogram: Lab 1A___________________________
Instructor: Concepcion________________________
Number: 1____________
Language: Java_________
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-09-30 1 70 - Data Test Code 2
Description: Wrong data type invalid cast____________________________________
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-09-30 2 10- Docum entation Code Compile 1
Description: missing semicolon
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-09-30 3 20 - Syntax Code Compile 1
Description: procedure not found
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-09-30 4 20 - Syntax Planning Design 1
Description: invalid type conversion
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-09-30 5 20 - Syntax Planning Design 1
Description: variable undefined
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-09-30 6 20 - Syntax Code Compile 1
Description: missing semicolon
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Description: Number Not displayed with the correct___________________________
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-09-30 7 70 - Data Code Compile 3
Description: Null pointer exception____________________________________
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-09-30 8 70 - Data Planning Design 4
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PS'PO.l Project Plan Summary
Name: Steinar Johansen___________________
Pr ogram: 3A_______________________________
Instructor: Dr Concepcion_____________________
Number: 3____________
Language: Java_________
Program Size (LOC)
Base (B)
Plan Actual
0
To Date
Deleted (D)
(Measured)
0
Modified (MJ
(Counted)
0
Added (A)
(Courted)
109
Reused (R)
(T-B+D-R)
90 • 90
New and Changed (N) 75
(Courted)
109 472
Total LOC (7)
(A+M)
199 780
Total New Reusable
(Measured)
46 319
Time in Phase (min.) Plan
Planning 22
Design 64
Code 116
Compile 0
Test 33
Postmortem 66
Total 300
.Actual
20
To Date
69
To Date %
7.4
55 198 21.3
41 301 32.4
0 0 0
53 128 13.8
85 233 25.1
254 929 100
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Defects hij ected
Planning
Design
Code
Compile
Test
Total Development
Defects Removed
Planning
Design
Code
Compile
Test
Total Development
Aft er D ev el opm ent
Actual
0
0
0
0
1
1
Actual
0
0
0
0
1
1
To Date
0
0
3
0
1
4
To Date
0
0
2
0
2
4
To Date %
0
0
75
0
25
100
To Date %
0
0
50
0
50
100
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Time Recording Log
Name: Steinar Johansen___________________
Pr ogram: 3A_______________________________
Instructor: Dr Concepcion__________
Number: 3____________
Language: Java_________
Date Start Stop hit. Time
Delta 
Time Phase Comments
2007-
10-11 7:00 7:20 0 20 Planning
2007-
10-11 7:20 8:30 15 55 Design
UML diagram and
Pseudo Code
2007-
10-11 9:40 10:05 0 25 Code
Created Function 
Counter
2007-
10-13 19:56 20:12 0 16 Code Created Main Class
2007-
10-13 20:12 21:05 0 53 Test
Test and Error 
fixing if function 
counter
2007-
10-13 21:05 22:30 0 85 Postmortem
Using MOOPS is 
not that fast
Total: 254
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Defect Recording Log
Name: Steinar Johansen___________________
Program: 3A_____________________________ ' Number: 3____________
Instructor: Dr Concepcion_____________________ Language: Java_________
Des cr ipti on:_______________________________ ,_____________________________
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-10-13 1 80- Function Test Test 30
Description: Problem with function counter. Infinit loop fixed
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
Description:
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time Fix Ref.
Descrip ti on:______________________________________________________________
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
Description:
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
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PSP1 Project Plan Summary
Name: Ian Lasley
- HW 4 - Doubly Linked List with Lin
Program: Reg Parametcrs Number: 4
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion Language: C++
Summary 
LOC/Hour
Plan
24
Actual
5.3
To Date
18.44
Program Size (LOC) Plan Actual To Date
Base (B) 150 190
(Measured) (Measured)
Deleted (D) 0 15
(Estinated) (Counted)
Modified (M) 10 21
(Estimated) (Counted.)
Added (A) 6 21
(N-m (T-&-D-R)
Reused (R) 32 39 139
(Estimated) (Counted.)
New and Changed (N) 16 42 644
(Estimated) (A+M)
Total LOC (I) 188 235 1167
(N+B-M-D+R) (Measured)
Total New Reusable 0 0 113
Time in Phase (min.) Plan Actual To Date To Date %
Pl anning 7 35 335 16
Design 3 63 183 8.7
Code 20 300 1110 53
Compile 0 0 0 0
Test 6 60 318 15.2
Postmortem 3 15 150 7.2
Total 40 473 2096 100
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Defects Lij ected Actual To Date
Planning 0 0
Design 0 0
Code 5 36
Compile 0 1
Test 0 1
Total Development 5 38
To Date %
0
0
94.7
2.6
2.6
100
Defects Removed Actual To Date
Planning 0 0
Design 0 0
Code 0 0
Compile 1 33
Test 4 5
Total Development 5 38
After Development
To Date %
0
0
0
86.8
13.2
100
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Time Recording L og
Name: Ian Lasky _________________
HW 4 - Doubly Linked List with Lin
&0«ram: Reg Parameters____________________
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion____________________
Number: 4
Langu ag e: C++_________
Date Start Stop hit. Time
Delta
Time Phase Comments
2007-
10-18 9:00 9:35 0 35 Pl anning
2007-
10-18 9:49 10:52 0 63
Design
2007-
10-19 9:30 11:18 0 108
Code
o 
o
1.
 ° 11:25 11:50 0 25 Test
2007-
10-29 11:05 14:17 0 192
Code
2007-
10-29 14:17 14:52 0 35 Test
Error in Lin Reg 
Calc - Can't fix it
2007-
10-29 14:52 15:07 0 15 Postmortem
Total: 473
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Defect Recording Log
Name: Ian Lasky_________________________
_ HW 4 - Doubly Linked List with Lin
&°8ram: Reg Parameters____________________
Instructor: Dr, Concepcion____________________
Number: 4
Langu ag e: C++_________
Description: line 13 missing semicolon from syntax________________________ .
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-10-19 1 70 - Data Code Compile 1
_ . . betaO math error, it s doing summation of x plus summation of y, notDescription: c summation ot xy
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-10-19 2 70 - Data Code Test 5
Description: linked list cacluating twice the summation of x andy coordinates
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-10-19 3 70 - Data Code Test 15
Description: x mean is calculating with y mean data___________________________
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-10-19 4 70 - Data Code Test 5
n . . betaO and betal is not calculating data from book accurately. My test 
escrip ion. jata checks out, but large values is off____________________________
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-10-19 5 70 - Data Code Test 30
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Size Estimating Template
Name: Ian Lasky_________________________
_ HW 4 - Doubly Linked List with Lin
Pr°8ram: Reg Parameters
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion
Number: 4
Language: C++_________
RASE PROGRAMLOC ESTIMATE
150
ACTUAL
190BASE SIZE (B)
LOC DELETED (D)
LOC MODIFIED (MJ
OBJECT LOC
BASE ADDITIONS
Set BetaO
TYPE
Logic
METHODS
1
BEL.
SIZE
V. Small
0 15
10 21
LOC
1
LOC
1
Set Betal Logic 1 V. Small 1 1
TOTAL BASE ADDITIONS (BA) 2 2
NEW OBJECTS TYPE METHODS BEL.SIZE LOC (New Reuse*)
betaO Calc 1 V. Small 1 10
betal Calc 1 V. Small 1 10
meanx Logic 2 V. Small 1 15
meany Logic 2 V. Small 1 15
TOTAL NEW OBJECTS 4 50
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REUSED 
OBJECTS
dataQ (HW 1 - Doubly Linked List with Std Dev and 
Mean Ca)
1 ' 1
DNode (HW 1 - Doubly Linked List with Std Dev and 6 13
Mean Ca)
ForeQ (HW 1 - Doubly Linked List with Std Dev and 9 9
Mean Ca)
Insert Head (HW 1 - Doubly Linked List with Std Dev 9 9and Mean Ca)
Insert Node (HW 1 - Doubly Linked List with Std Dev 9 9
and Mean Ca)
PrevQ (HW 1 - Doubly Linked List with Std Dev and p 9
Mean Ca)
Set_Data (HW 1 - Doubly Linked List with Std Dev and 1 .1
Mean Ca)
Set_Fore (HW 1 -Doubly Linked List with StdDev and 1 1Mean Ca)
Set_Prev (HW 1 - Doubly Linked List with Std Dev and 1 1
Mean Ca)
REUSED TOTAL 32 39
SIZE TIME
PROBE Estimating Method: D D
Estimated Object LOC (E): E=BA+NO+M 16
Regression Parameters: pQ(size and time) - -
Regression Parameters: ^(size and time) - -
Estimated New and Changed
LOC (N):
N^+pjHi 16
Estim ated Total LOC: T=N+B-D-M+R 188
Estimated Total New Reuse 
(sum of * LOC): 0
Es tim ate d T ot al D ev el opm ent 
Time:
Time=[3Q+|31 *E 40
Prediction Range: Range 10 14
Upper Prediction Interval: 26 54
Lower Prediction Interval: 6 26
Prediction Interval Percent: N/A N/A
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PSP1.I Project Plan Summary
Name: Scott McAllister
Pr ogram: Si mp s on Integr ati on Number: 6
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion Language: C++
Summary
LOC/Hour
Plan
40
Actual
35.6
To Date
32.3
Planned Time 300 990
Actual Tune 285 1080
CPI (Cost-Performance Index) 0.917
% Reused 29.3 32.9
(Planne dZActnal)
17.6
% New.Reusable 49 ■ 54.4 30.1
Program Size (LOC)
Base (B)
Plan
0
Actual
0
To Date
Deleted (D)
(Measured)
0
(Measured) 
0
Modified (M)
(Estinated)
0
(Counted)
0
Added (A)
(Estinated)
200
(Counted)
169
Reused (R)
(N-M)
83
(T-BtD-E)
83 138
New and Changed (N)
(Ejtinated)
200
(Counted)
169 582
Total LOC (T)
(Ejtinated)
283
(A+M)
252 784
Total New Reusable
(N+B-M-D+R)
98
(Measured)
92 175
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Time in Phase (min.) Plan
Pl anning 14
Design 10
Code 163
Compile 5
Test 10
Postmortem 97
Total 300
Defects Inj ected
Planning
Design
Code
Compile
Test
Total Development
Defects Removed
Pl anning
Design
Code
Compile
Test
Total Development
Aft erDevelopment
Actual
15
To Date
52
To Date %
4.8
15 42 3.9
135 568 52.6
5 19 1.8
10 36 3.3
105 363 33.6
285 1080 100
Actual To Date To Date %
0 0 0
■2 2 10.5
6 17 89.5
0 0 0
0 0 0
8 19 100
Actual To Date To Date %
0 0 0
2 2 10.5
5 13 68.4
1 4 21.1
0 0 0
8 19 100
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Time Recording L og
Name: Sc ottMcAlli ster____________________
Program: Simpson Integration________________ Number: 6____________
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion____________________ Language: C++_________
Date Start Stop Int. Time
Delta
Time Phase Comments
2007-11-
17 8:00 8:15 0 15 Pl arming
2007-11-
17 8:15 8:30 0 15 Design
2007-11-
17 8:30 10:45 0 135 Code
2007-11-
17
10:45 10:50 0 5 Compile
2007-11-
17
10:50 11:00 0 10 Test
2007-11-
17 11:00 12:45 0 105 Postmortem
Total: 285
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Defect Recording L og
Name: Scott Me Alli ster____________________
Pr ogr am: Simpson Integration________________
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion
Number: 6____________
Language: C++_________
Description: Function input actually was correct________
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-11-17 1 80-Function Design Design 1
Description: Function input was incorrect
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-11-17 2 80- Function Design Design 3
Number Type Inject Fix Time FixRef.Date
2007-11-17 3 20 - Syntax Code Code 1
Description: Missing semicolon
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-11-17 4 20 - Syntax Code Code 1
Description: Missing semicolon
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-11-17 5 20 - Syntax Code Code 1
Description: undeclared variable____________________________________________
Description: misdeclared variable___________________________________________
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-11-17 6 20 - Syntax Code Code 7
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Number Type Inject Remove Fix TimeDate
80 -2007-11-17 7 Function Code Code 4
Description: Function input wrong type______________________________________
Description: Missing semicolon_____________________________________________
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-11-17 8 20 - Syntax Code Compile ■ 1
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Size Estimating Template
Nam e: Sc ott M cAl li ster
Program: Simpson Integration
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion
Number: 6
Language: C++
RASE PROGRAMLOC ESTIMATE ACTUAL
BASE SIZE (B) 0 0
LOC DELETED (D) 0 0
LOC MODIFIED (M) 0 0
OBJECT LOC
BASE ADDITIONS TYPE METHODS BEL.SIZE LOC LOC
TOTAL BASE ADDITIONS (BA) 0 0
NEW OBJECTS TYPE METHODS
Function Set-up 1
REL.
SIZE
V. Small
LOC (New Reuse*)
2 2*
NormalDistribution Calc 3 Small 21 19*
NormalFunction Set-up 3 Small 19 13*
Simps onlnt Calc 8 Medium 56 58*
TOTAL NEW OBJECTS 98 92
REUSED OBJECTS
Linked List (Linked Li st) 55 55
Counter (Line Counter) 28 28
REUSED TOTAL 83 83
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PROBE Estimating Method:
SIZE
, C
TIME
C
Estimated Object LOC (E): E=BA+NO+M 98
Regression Parameters: f^fsize and time) 0 0
Regression Parameters: f^tsize and time) 0.925 2.37857
Estimated New and Changed
LOC (N):
N=po+[31^ 90.7
Estimated Total LOC: T=N+B-D-M+R 173.7
Estimated Total New Reuse 
(sum of * LOC): 98
Es tim ate d T ot al D ev el opm ent 
Time:
Time=|3Q+[3|*E 233.1
Prediction Range: Range 34 38
Upper Prediction Interval: 124.7 271.1
Lower Prediction Interval: 56.7 195.1
Prediction Interval Percent: N/A N/A
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Task Planning Template
Name: Sc ott McAlli ster____________________
Program: Simpson Integration________________
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion____________________
Number: 6____________
Language: C++_________
Task Plan Actual
□z Name Muiutes Planned Value
Cumulative 
Miniites
Cumulative 
Planned 
Value
Date Date
Earned
Value
Cumulative
Earned
Value
1 Pl anning 11 3.6 11 3.6 2007-11-17
2007-
11-17 3.6 3.6
2 Design 8 2.6 19 6.3
2007-
11-17
2007-
11-17 2.6 6.3
3 Code 127 42.3 146 48.6 2007-11-17
2007-
11-17 42.3 48.6
4 Compile 4 1.4 150 49.9
2007-
11-17
2007-
11-17 1.4 49.9
5 Test 8 2.5 157 52.5 2007-11-17
2007-
11-17 2.5 52.5
6 Postmortem 76 25.2 233 77.7 2007-11-17
2007-
11-17 25.2 77.7
Totals 233 77.7
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Schedule Planning T emplate
Name: Sc ott McAllister___________________
Pr ogr am: Simps on Integrati on________________
Instructor: Dr, Concepcion____________________
Number: 6____________
Language: C++_________
Plan Actual
No. Date Direct Minutes
Cumulative 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Planned
Value
Direct 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Earned 
Value
1 2007-11-17 233 233 77.7 285 285 77.7
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PSP2 Project Plan Summary
Name: XiaoenZhu
Program: PA7 Number: 7
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion Language: Java
Summary
LOC/Hour
Plan
12.9
Actual
14.1
To Date
17.6
Planned Time 238 1404
Actual Time 255 1560
CPI (Co st-Performance Index) 0.9
% Reused 57.9 53.8
(Plamned/Aotual)
29.1
% New Reusable 127.5 95 61.7
Test Defects/KL OC 30.2 66.7 35
Total Defects/KL OC 65.5 133.3 74.4
Yield % 0 12.5 2.941
Program Size (LOC)
Base (B)
Plan
0
Actual
0
To Date
Deleted (D)
(Measured.)
0
(Measured)
0
Modified (M)
(Estimated)
0
(Counted)
0
Added (A)
(Estimated)
51
(Counted)
60
Reused (R)
(H-M)
70
(T-EH-D-R)
70 242
New and Changed (N)
(Ertinated)
51 ■
(Counted)
60 457
Total LOC (T)
(Estimated)
121
(A+M)
130 833
Total New Reusable
(N+B-M-D+R)
65
(Measured)
57 282
UP I (70%) 161.7
LPT (70%) -59.6
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Time in Phase (min.) Plan Actual To Date To Date %
Pl aiming 16 20 120 7.7
Design 22 20 160 10.3
Design Review 17 20 20 1.3
Code 59 60 435 27.9
Code Review 17 20 20 1.3
Compile 12 10 85 5.4
Test 17 15 125 8
Postmortem 79 90 595 38.1
Total 238 255 1560 100
Total Time UP! (70%) 294.3
Total Time LPT (70%) 182.7
Defects Inj ected Plan Actual To Date To Date %
Planning 0 1 1 2.9
Design 0 1 1 2.9
Design Review 0 1 1 2.9
Code 3.1 5 29 85.3
Code Review 0 0 0 0
Compile 0.3 0 2 5.9
Test 0 0 0 0
Total Development 3.3 8 34 100
Defects Removed
Planning
Plan
0
Actual
0
To Date
0
To Date %
0
Design 0 0 0 0
Design Review 0 1 1 2.9
Code 0 1 1 2.9
Code Review 0 0 0 0
Compile 1.8 2 16 47.1
Test 1.5 4 16 47.1
Total Development 3.3 8 34 100
After D evelopm ent 0 0 0
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Defect Removal. Efficiency 
Defects/Hour - Design Review 
Defects/Hour - Code Review 
Defects/Hour - Compile 
Defects/Hour - Test
DRL (DLDR/UTi
DRL (Code Review/UT)
DRL (Compile/UT)
Plan Actual To Date
0______ 3 3
0 0 ________ 0
9,21 12 11.29
5.38 16 7.68
0 0.19 0.39
0 0 ________ 0
1.71 0.75 1.47
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Time Recording Log
Name: Xiaoen Zhu________________________
Pr ogram: PA7______________________________
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion____________________
Number: 7____________
Language: Java_________
Date Start Stop Int. Time
Delta 
Time Phase Comments
2007-11-
16 9:00 9:20 0 20 Planning
2007-11-
16 9:20 9:40 0 20 Design
2007-11-
16 9:50 10:10 0 20
Design 
Revi ew
2007-11-
16 10:30 11:30 0 60 Code
2007-11-
16 11:30 11:50 0 20 Code Review
2007-11-
16 11:50 12:00 0 10 Compile
2007-11-
17 9:00 9:15 0 15 Test
2007-11-
17 9:20 10:50 0 90 Postmortem
Total: 255
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Defect Recording Log
Name: Xiaoen Zhu________________________
Pr ogram: PA7______________________________
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion____________________
Number: 7____________
Language: Java_________
RemoveInject Fix Ref.Number TypeDate
2007-11-16 1 50 - Interface Planning
Design
Revi e w 15
Description: redesign data structure
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time
Fix
Ref.'
2007-11-16 2 50 - Interface
Design 
Revi ew Test 5
Description: redesign list
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-11-16 3 50-Interface Design Code 3
Description: reassign new variable
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-11-16 4 40- Assignment Code Test 2
Description: calculation: lost of precision on data
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-11-16 5 20 - Syntax Code Compil e 1
Description: miss closing bracer
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Number Type Inject Remove Fix TimeDate
2007-11-16 6 60-Checking Code Compile 3
D e s cr ip ti on: type mismatch_________________________________________________
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
2007-11-16 7 80- Function Code Test 4
Description: pass in wrong value and type mismatch___________________________
Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time FixRef.Date
2007-11-16 8 80-Function Code Test 3
Description: fix function logic______________________________________________
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Size Estimating Template
Name: Xiaoen Zhu________________________
Program: PA7______________________________ Number: 7____________
Instructor: Dr, Concepcion____________________ , Language: Java_________
RASE PROGRAM LOC ESTIMATE ACTUAL
BASE SIZE (B) 0 0
LOC DELETED (D) 0 0
LOC MODIFIED (M) 0 0
OBJECT LOC
BASE ADDITIONS TYPE METHODS REL.SIZE LOC LOC
TOTAL BASE ADDITIONS (BA) 0 0
NEW OBJECTS TYPE METHODS REL.SIZE LOC (New Reuse*)
Correlation Logi c 7 Large 65 57*
TOTAL NEW OBJECTS 65 57
REUSED OBJECTS
Driver_II (PA4)
NodeJ (PA4)
50
20
50
20
REUSED TOTAL 70 70
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SIZE TIME
PROBE Estimating Method: B B
Estimated Object LOC (E): E=BA+NO+M 65
Regression Parameters: (30(size and time) 24.50291 279.30429
Regression Parameters: PjCsize and time) 0.40836 -0.62728
Estimated New and Changed
LOC (N):
N^+p^ 51
Estimated Total LOC: T=N+B-D-M+R 121
Estimated Total New Reuse 
(sum of * LOC):
65
Estim ated Total D evelopm ent
Time:
Time=[jQ+p1 *E 238.5
Prediction Range: Range 110.7 55.8
Upper Prediction Interval: 161.7 294.3
Lower Prediction Interval: . -59.6 182.7
Prediction Interval Percent: 70 70
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PA7 - PROBE Estimating Method - Size
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
PROBE Estimating Method: [bRJ
Program;
Plan 
Added • 
and 
Modified
Actual
Added 
and 
Modified
PA2 j 120 i 64
PA3 \ 100 70
59 88
PA5 ; 60 i 85
PA6 I 54 -24
Total 393 283
pp 0.40836
p0: 24.50291
Correlation (r2):
0.068618959263527 
Significance (2*(l-p)): 
0.67032673596144
I I I I I I I I I I
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
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PA7 - PROBE Estimating Method - Time
PROBE Estimating Method: 18
300
270
240
210
180
150
120
90
60
30
0
Program
Plan 
Added ( 
and 
Modified:
Actual 
Development: 
Time
PA2 120 190.0000
PA3 100 ! 240.0000
PA4 ; 59 ! 250.0000
PA5 60 : 210.0000
PA6 54 : 260.0000
Total 393 i 1150 |
-0.62728
p0: 279.30429
Correlation (r2): 0.40588772005152 
Significance (2*(l-p)): 
0.24765285561245
-1-------1——i-------- 1-------- i--------r------- 1------- 1--------1----------1--------1
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
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Task Planning Template
Name: Xiaoen Zhu_________________________________________
Program: PA7_______________________________________________
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion_____________________________
Number: 7
Language: Java
Task Plan Actual
Name | Minutes
!
Planned] 
Value ;
J
Cumulative; 
Minutes
Ciunulative 
Planned 
Value
Date Date |
E amed 
V alue
Ciunulative; 
Eamed 
Value
i : Planning 1 16 6.6 j 16 6.6
2007-1
11-16]
2007-1
11-16]
6.6 6.6 i
2 j Design 22 9.2 1 37 15.7
2007-1
11-161
2007-
11-16
9.2 15.7 ;
3 ! Design 
Review
17 7.2 1 55 22.9 :
2007-1
11-16)
2007-
11-16
7.2 22.9 j
4 i Code 55 24.6 ? 113 47.5
2007-1
11-16;
2007-1
11-16
24.6 47.5 i
5 ;
Code |
Review
17 7.2 • 130 54.7
2007-
11-16
2007-
11-16
7.2 54.7
6 j Compile 1 12 4.9 ii 142 59.6
2007-i
11-16]
2007-^
11-16
4.9 59.6 ]
7 Test 17 7.2 j 159 66.9
2007-1
11-17!4
2007-i
11-17
7.2 66.9 i
8 ' Postmortem 79 33.1 \ 238 100
2007-i
11-17'
2007-
11-17
33.1 100
i
I |
Totals 238 100 j
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Schedule Planning Template
Name: Xiaoen Zhu________________________
Program: PA7_________ .____________________ Number: 7____________
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion____________________ Language: Java_________
Plan Actual
No. Date Direct Minutes
Cumulative 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Planned 
Value
Direct 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Earned 
Value
1 2007-11-16 142 142 59.6
150 150 59.6
2 2007-11-17 96 238 100 105 255 100
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Nam e: Davi d Hollingsworth
PSP2.1 Project Plan Summary
Program: Chi Squared for Normal Distribution 
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion
Number:
Language:
8
C++
Summary
LOC/Hour
Plan
60.3
Actual
60
To Date
52.1
Planned Time 620 2312
Actual Time 586 2162
CPI (Cost-Performance Index) 1.069
% Reused 25.9 27
(Plannied/Actiial)
32.7
% New Reusable 80.6 99.1 72
Test D efects/KLOC 20.2 5.1 15.5
Total D efects/KLOC 23.3 39.2 28.3
Yield % 0 39.13 16.981
%Appndsal COQ 1.8401 5.9727 2.9602
%FaUure COQ 15.9898 12.628 15.0786
COQA/F Ratio 0.1151 0.473 0.1963
Program Size (LOC)
Base (B)
Plan
24
Actual
24
To Date
Deleted (D)
(Measured) 
0
(Measured) 
0
Modified (M)
(Estinated)
5
(Counted)
5
Added (A)
(Estinated)
618
(Counted)
581
Reused (R)
(N-M)
224
(T-Bt-D-R)
224 1078
New and Changed (N)
(Ektinated)
623
(Counted)
586 1876
Total LOC (I)
(Estinated)
866
(A+M)
829 3293
Total New Reusable
(N+B-M-D+R)
502
(Measured)
581 1351
UPI (70%) 560.3
LPI (70%) 498.8
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Time in Phase (min.) Plan
Pl arming 73
Design 48
Design Review 5
Code 308
Code Review 7
Compile 17
Test . 83
Postmortem ‘ 81
Total 620
Total Time UPI (70%) 653.8
Total Tim e LPI (70%) 493.1
Defects Inj ected Plan
Pl anning 0.5
Design 2,9
Design Review 0
Code 10.6
CodeReview 0
Compile 05
Test 0
Total Development 14,5
Defects Removed Plan
Pl anning 0
Design 0
Design Review 0
Code 0
CodeReview 0
Compile 1-9
Test 12.6
Total Development 14.5
Aft er D ev el opm ent 0
Actual
57
To Date
242
To Date %
11.2
46 167 7.7
11 23 1.1
323 1105 51.1
24 41 1.9
23 65 3
51 261 12.1
51 258 11.9
586 2162 100
Actual To Date To Date %
2 3 5.7
6 12 22.6
0 0 0
15 37 69.8
0 0 0
0 1 1.9
0 0 0
23 53 100
Actual To Date To Date %
0 0 0
2 2 3.8
3 3 5.7
1 1 1.9
6 6 11.3
8 12 22.6
3 29 54.7
23 53 100
0 0
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Defect Removal Efficiency
Defects/Hour - Design Review
Defects/Hour - Code Review
Defects/Hour - Compile
Defects/Hour - Test
DRL (DLDR/UT)
DRL (Code Review/UT)
DRL (Compile/UT)
Plan Actual To Date
0 16.36 7.83
0 15 8.78
7.01 20.87 11.08
9.12 3.53 6.67
0 4.64 1.17
0 4.25 ' 1.32
0.77 5.91 1.66
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Time Recording Log
Name: Davi d Hollingsworth________________
Program: Chi Squared for Normal Distribution
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion____________________
Number: 8_________
Language: C++______
Date Start Stop hit. Time
Delta 
Time Phase Comm ents
2007-
12-02 20:45 21:42 0 57 Planning
2007-
12-02 21:42 22:28 0 46 Design
2007-
12-02 22:28 22:39 0 11
Design
Revi ew
2007-
12-03 7:10 12:53 20 323 Code
Stopped for a 
meal break.
2007-
12-03 12:53 13:17 0 24
Code 
Revi ew
2007-
12-03 13:17 13:40 0 23 Compile
2007-
12-03 13:40 14:31 0 51 Test
2007-
12-03 14:31 15:22 0 51 Postmortem
Total: 586
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Defect Recording Log
Name: David Hollingsworth________________
Program: Chi Squared for Normal Distribution Number: 8____________
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion____________________ Language: C++_________
Major planning error from the previous exercises. My original 
Description: PairedList class was designed to handle only two specific columns, 
however, the amount of work required to extend this for each lab will
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-12-02 1 70 - Data Planning Design 0
By removing my PairedList class, I will need to also refactor some of 
Description: the functionality of the PredictorParser which handles a new input 
format. For scalability, the new format will read the first re
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-12-02 2 70 - Data Planning Design 0
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time f
2007-12-02 3 60-Checking Design
Design 
Revi ew 0
Description: Did not include exit conditionals where needed.____________________
Number Type Inject Fix TimeDate
2007-12-02 4 60 - Checking Design
Design 
Revi ew 0
Description: Added check to ensure StdDev was not 0._________________________
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-12-02 5 60-Checking Design
Design 
Revi ew 0
Description: Added check to ensure s >0.
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Number Type Inject Remove Fix TimeDate
60-
2007-12-03 6 Checking Design Code 0
Forgot to include the important part of this application, 
Description: parseLastLineAsCommand, which would calculate and output 
results...
Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix TimeDate
2007-12-03 7 80 -Function Code
Code 
Revi ew 0
Description: Forgot to include normalizer._________________________________ .
Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time FixRef.Date
2007-12-03 8 80- Code Code 0Function Revi ew
Description: Di dnt return a value when i was supposed to._____ ______________ _
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
2007-12-03 9 80- Function Code
Code 
Revi ew 0
Description:
returned only from conditional, which could be an issue if the 
conditional failed...
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-12-03 10 20 - Syntax Code Code Revi ew 0
Description: Forgot parenthesis for a function with no arguments
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-12-03 11 20 - Syntax Code CodeRevi ew 0
Description: Forgot parenthesis for a function with no arguments________________
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Number Type Inject Remove Fix TimeDate
2007-12-03 12 20 - Syntax Code Code Revi ew 0
Description: Forgot parenthesis for a function with no arguments
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-12-03 13 30 - Build, Package Design Compile 0
Description:
Issue with Inheritance, gcc didn't know which function I was 
referring, had to state base of function.
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-12-03 14 20 - Syntax Code Compile 0
Description: Forgot parenthesis for a function with no arguments________________
Description: forgot to include gamma function header_________________________
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-12-03 15 20 - Syntax Code Compile 0
Description: Mispelled normalized...
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time Fix Ref.
2007-12-03 16 20 - Syntax Code Compile 0
Description: typed integer rather than int.
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-12-03 17 30 - Build, Package Code Compile 0
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
2007-12-03 18 30 - Build, Package Code Compile 0
Description: forgot to include simpson integrator header_______________________
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Number Type Inject Remove Fix TimeDate
30 - Build
2007-12-03 19 Package Code Compile 0
Description: forgot const in implementation__________________________________
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-12-03 20 30 - Build, Package Code Compile 0
Description: didn't make an at function const, which is required by Function
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-12-03 2.1 60- Checking Code Test 0
Description: Added a requirement to try at least once...
Description
Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-12-03 22 70 - Data Design Test 18
Normalized series function should use the first index (0), rather than 
the passed in field index
Description: Hmm, no warning when conv from int to double, thank you c++_____
Date Number Type Inject Rem ove Fix Time
Fix 
Ref.
2007-12-03 23 70 - Data Code Test 26
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Size Estimating Template
Name: Davi d Hollingsworth
Program: Chi Squared for Normal Distribution Number: 8
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion Language: C++
BASE PROGRAMLOC ESTIMATE ACTUAL
BASE SIZE (B) 24 24
LOC DELETED (D) 0 0
LOC MODIFIED (M) 5 5
OBJECT LOC
REL
BASE ADDITIONS TYPE METHODS WLU LOC LOC
TOTAL BASE ADDITIONS (BA) 0 0
NEW OBJECTS TYPE METHODS REL.SIZE LOC (New Reuse*)
Adder Calc 2 Medium 22 20*
Chi Square dBase Calc 3 Medium 33 28*
Chi S qu are dint egral Calc 2 Large 40 34*
Norm alD i s tri buti onlnv er s e Calc 2 Large 40 36*
Normalizer Calc 2 Medium 22 20*
NumberList Data 33 Small 211 283*
NumberListParser Set­up 19 Small 122 145*
Square Calc 1 Medium 12 15*
TOTAL NEW OBJECTS 502 581
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REUSED OBJECTS
Check (Integration) 19 19
Function (Integration) 7 7
Inputparser (Integration) 52 52
NormalDistribution (Integration) 29 29
NormalFunction (Integration) 15 15
Simps onlntegrator (Integration) 62 62
GammaFunction (Prediction Interval) 24 24
Square (Correlation) 16 16
REUSED TOTAL '224 224
SIZE TIME
PROBE Estimating Method: A A
Estimated Object LOC (E): MA+NO+M 507
Regression Parameters: |3q(size and time) 29.05126 85.54432
Regression Parameters: Pl (size and time) 0.98723 0.96231
Estimated New and Changed LOC
(N):
N^Pq+P^ 529.6
Estimated Total LOC: T=N+B-D-M+R 772.6
Estimated Total New Reuse (sum 
of* LOC): 502
EstimatedTotalDevelopment
Time:
Time=pg+Pi*E 573.4
Prediction Range: Range 30.7 80.3
Upper Prediction Interval: 560.3 653.8
Lower Prediction Interval: 498.8 493.1
Prediction Interval Percent: 70 70
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Chi Squared for Normal Distribution - PROBE Estimating Method - Size
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Program
Estimated
Proxy
Size
Actual 
Added ' 
and 
Modified
Linear
Regression
21 60 1
Integration. 210 248 j
Prediction 
Interval
411 432 1
[
Correlation 79 88 j
Total 721 828
PROBE Estimating Method: |A+[
pp 0.98723
p0: 29.05126
Correlation (r2):
0.99307277629871
Significance (2*(l-p)):
0.0034696310237714
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Chi Squared for Normal Distribution - PROBE Estimating Method - Time
PROBE Estimating Method: |a ’I
Pp 0.96231
p0: 85.54432
Correlation (r2): 0.9522499642525
Significance (2*(l-p)):
0.024167041119286
0 “1 I I I I I I I I I
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Program
Estimated;
Proxy ■
Size i
Actual 
Development 
Time
Linear
Regression
21 [ 145.0000
Integration 210 i 295.0000
Prediction 
Interval
411 i 485.0000
Correlation; 79 111.0000
Total 721 ! 1036
0
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Task Planning Template
Nam e: D avi d Hol li ng s worth
Program: Chi Squared for Normal Distribution
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion____________________
Number: 8____________
Language: C++_________
Task Plan Actual
3E Name Minutes PlannedValue
Cumulative 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Planned 
Value
Date Date EarnedValue
Cumulative 
Earned 
Value
1 Planning 73 11.7 73 11.7 2007-12-02
2007-
12-02 11.7 11.7
2 Design 48 7.7 120 19.4 2007-12-02
2007-
12-02 7.7 19.4
3 Design Review 5 0.8 125 20.2
2007-
12-02
2007-
12-02 0.8 20.2
4 Code 308 49.6 433 69.8 2007-12-03
2007-
12-03 49.6 69.8
5 Code Revi ew 7 1.1 439 70.9
2007-
12-03
2007-
12-03 1.1 70.9
6 Compile 17 2.7 456 73.5 2007-12-03
2007-
12-03 2.7 73.5
7 Test 83 13.3 539 86.9 2007-12-03
2007-
12-03 13.3 86.9
8 Postmortem 81 13.1 620 100 2007-12-03
2007-
12-03 13.1 100
Totals 620 100
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Schedule Planning Template
Name: David Hollingsworth___________ .
Program: Chi Squared for Normal Distribution
Instructor: Dr. Concepcion____________________
Number: 8____________
Language: C++_________
Plan Actual
No. Date Direct Minutes
Cumulative 
Minutes
Cumulative
Planned
Value.
Direct 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Earned 
Value
1 2007-12-02 125 125 20.2 114 114 20.2
2 2007-12-03 495 620 100 472
586 100
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Name: Raymol Rappai
PSPS Project Plan Summary
Program: 10A Number: 9
Instructor: Dr.A.I.Concepcion Language: Java
Summary
LOC/Hour
Plan
84
Actual
45.3
To Date
21.7
Planned Time 205 1476
Actual Time 212 1402
CPI (Co st-Performance Index) 1.053
% Reused 39.7 42.4
(Etamed/Actnal)
40.5
% New Reusable 52.3 62.5 97.6
Test D efects/KLOC 57.5 0 39.4
Total D efects/KLOC 103.4 31.3 80.7
Yield% 8.333 80 17.073
%Appraisal COQ 6.7227 41.0377 11.9116
%Failure COQ 22.605 7.0755 20.2568
COQ A/F Ratio 0.2974 5.8 . 0.588
Program Size (LOC)
Base (B)
Plan
0
Actual
0
To Date
Deleted (D)
(Measured) 
0
(Measured) 
0
Modified (M)
(Estimated)
0
(Counted)
0
Added (A)
(Estimated)
287
(Counted)
160
Reused (R)
(N-M)
189
(T-EH-D-R)
118 423
New and Changed (N)
(Estimated)
287
(Counted)
160 508
Total LOC (T)
(Estimated)
476
(A+M)
278 1045
Total New Reusable
(N+B-M-D+R)
150
(Measured)
100 496
UPI (70%) 212.5 ■
LPI (70%) 116.9
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Time in Phase (min.) Plan Actual To Date To Date %
Planning 15 17 122 8.7
High-level Design 17 5 5 0.4
High-level Design Review 17 45 45 3.2
Design 20 15 154 11
Design Review 6 62 107 7.6
Code 60 15 430 30.7
Code Review 5 25 60 4.3
Compile 2 2 15 1.1
Test 37 13 269 19.2
Postmortem 26 13 195 13.9
Total ' 205 212 1402 100
Total Time UPI (70%) 347.4
Total Time LPI (70%) 216
Defects hij ected Plan Actual To Date To Date %
Pl anning 0.8 1 2 4.9
High-level Design 0 1 1 2.4
High-level Design Review 0 0 0 0
Design 4.9 1 7 17.1
Design Review 0 1 1 2.4
Code 14.8 0 18 43.9
Code Review 0 1 1 2.4
Compile 1.6 0 2 4.9
Test 7.4 0 9 22
Total Development 29.7 5 41 100
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Defects Removed Plan Actual To Date To Date %
Planning 0 0 0 0
High-level Design 0 0 0 0
High-level Design Review 0 1 1 2.4
Design 0 0 0 0
Design Review 0.8 1 2 4.9
Code 9.1 0 11 26.8
Code Review 1.6 3 5 12.2
Compile 1.6 0 2 4.9
Test 16.5 0 20 48.8
Total Development 29.7 5 41 100
After D evelopm ent 0 0 0
Defect Removal Efficiency Plan Actual To Date
Defects/Hour - Design Review 7.64 • 0.97 1.12
Defects/Hour - Code Review 19.63 7.2 5
Defects/Hour - Compile 52.86 0 8
Defects/Hour - Test 26.84 0 4.46
DRL (DLDR/UT) 0.28 0.22 0.25
DRL (Code Review/UT) 0.73 1.61 1.12
DRL (Compile/UT) 1.97 0 1.79
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Time Recording Log
Name: Raymol Rappai____________________
Pr ogram: 10A______________________________
Instructor: Dr.A.I. Concepcion_________________
Number: 9________
Langu ag e:Java______
Date Start Stop lilt. Time
Delta 
Time Phase Comm ents
2007-
12-02 8:48 9:05 0 17 Planning
2007-
12-02 9:15 9:20 0 5 High-level Design
2007-
12-02 9:30 10:15 0 45
High-level Design 
Revi ew
2007-
12-03 10:00 10:07 0 7 Design - Cycle 1
2007-
12-03 10:07 10:15 0 8 Design - Cycle 2
2007-
12-03 10:15 10:30 0 15
Design Review -
Cycle 1
2007-
12-03 10:30 11:17 0 47
Design Review -
Cycle 2
2007-
12-04 9:00 9:07 0 7 Code - Cycle 1
2007-
12-04 9:07 9:15 0 8 Code - Cycle 2
2007-
12-04 9:15 9:20 0 5
Code Review -
Cycle 1
2007-
12-04 9:20 9:40 0 20
Code Review -
Cycle 2
2007-
12-04 9:40 9:41 0 1 Compile - Cycle 1
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Date Start Stop hit. Time
Delta 
Time Phase Comm ents
2007-
12-04 9:41 9:42 0 1 Compile - Cycle 2
2007-
12-04 9:42 9:50 0 8 Test - Cycle 1
2007-
12-04 9:50 9:55 0 5 Test - Cycle 2
2007-
12-04 10:00 10:13 0 13 Postmortem
Total: 212
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Defect Recording L og
Name: Raymol Rappai
Pr ogram: 10A_____________
Instructor: Dr.A.I.Concepci on
Number: 9___
Language: Java
Date Number Type Inject
. *Fi vRemove Fix Time _ „ Ref.
2007-12-03 70-Data Planning
High-level
Design 
Review
wrond data was used
Fix Date Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
2007-12-03 2 40 - Assignment
High-level 
Design
Code 
Review -
Cycle 1
0
Description:
Date
Declaredint instead of double
FixNumber Type Inject Remove Fix Time
2007-12-03 3 40-Assignment
Design
Revi ew -
Cycle 1
Design
Review -
Cycle 2
0
Description:
Date
The wrong function was used
FixNumber Type Inject Remove Fix Time
2007-12-03 4 80- Function
Design -
Cycle 2
Code
Review -
Cycle 2
0
Description: wrong function used
FixDate Number Type Inject Remove Fix Time
2007-12-04 5 20 - Syntax
Code 
Review - 
Cycle 1
Code 
Review -
Cycle 2
0
Description: Missing colon.
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Size Estimating Template - Cycle 1
Name: Ray mol Rappai____________________
Pr ogram: 10A______________________________
Instructor: Dr.A.I.Concepcion_________________
Number: 9
Language: Java_________
RASE PROGRAMLOC
BASE SIZE (B)
LOC DELETED (D)
LOC MODIFIED (M)
ESTIMATE ACTUAL
0 0
0 0
0 0
OBJECT LOC
■RFT
BASE ADDITIONS TYPE METHODS UUU LOC SIZE LOC
TOTAL BASE ADDITIONS (BA) 0 0
NEW OBJECTS TYPE METHODS REL.SIZE LOC (New Reuse*)
Multipl eRegr essi on I/O 1 Large 74 . 30*
TOTAL NEW OBJECTS 74 30
REUSED OBJECTS
DoubleLinkedList (1A) 114 57
Node (1 A) 23 12
REUSED TOTAL 137 69
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TIMESIZE
PROBE Estimating Method: B B
Estimated Object LOC (E): E=BA+NO+M 74
Regression Parameters: Pg(size and time) -29.52382 57.19927
Regression Parameters: p1 (size and time) 1.49176 1.11528
Estimated New and Changed 
LOC (N):
N=po+p1*E 80.9
Estimated Total LOC: T=N+B-D-M+R 217.9
Estim ated Total New Reuse 
(sum of * LOC):
150
Estimated Total Development 
Time:
Time=p0+P1 *E 139.7
Prediction Range: Range 23.9 32.9
Upper Prediction Interval: 104.8 172.6
Lower Prediction Interval: 57 106.9
Prediction Interval Percent: 70 70
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Name: - Raymol Rappai
Size Estimating Template - Cycle 2
Program: 10A
Instructor: Dr.A.I.Concepcion
Number: 9
Language: Java
RASE PROGRAMLOC ESTIMATE ACTUAL
BASE SIZE (B) 0 0
LOC DELETED (D) 0 0
LOC MODIFIED (M) 0 0
OBJECT LOC
BASE ADDITIONS TYPE METHODS REL.SIZE LOC LOC
TOTAL BASE ADDITIONS (BA) 0__________ 0
NEW OBJECTS TYPE METHODS REL.SIZE LOC (New Reuse*)
Gauss Calc 3 V.Large 76 70*
TOTAL NEW OBJECTS 76 30
REUSED OBJECTS
Numericallntegration (5A) 52 49
REUSED TOTAL 52 49
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SIZE TIME
PROBE Estimating Method: B B
Estimated Object LOC (E): E=BA+N0+M. 76
Regression Parameters: PQ(size and time) -29.52382 57.19927
Regression Parameters: Pl (size and time) 1.49176 1.11528
Estimated New and Changed
LOC (N):
Estimated Total LOC:
N=p0+p!*E 83.8
T=N+B-D-M+R 135.8
Estim ated Total New Reuse 
(sum of * LOC):
150
Es tim ate d Tot al D ev el opm ent 
Time:
Time=p0+pi*E 142
Prediction Range: Range 23.9 32.9
Upper Prediction Interval: 107.8 174.8
Lower Prediction Interval: 59.9 109.1
Prediction Interval Percent: 70 70
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10A - PROBE Estimating Method - Size
PROBE Estimating Method: i B YI
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
□
Program
Plan 
Added ; 
and 
Modified
Actual 
Added 
and 
Modified
2A 110 155
3A _ 33 31 !
4A 53 47 _ J
5 A 75 ; 71 i
6A 50 44 j
8A J 52 49 ;
9A 92 ] 90 |
Total 465 : 487 I
Pp 1.49176
p0: -29.52382
Correlation (r2):
0.90766850043069
Significance (2*(l-p)):
0.00091020894522509
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
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10A- PROBE Estimating Method - Time
300
270
240
210
180
150
120
90
60
30
0
PROBE Estimating Method: [b +J
Pp 1.11528
pQ: 57.19927
Correlation (r2): 0.74415505633841 
Significance (2*(l-p)): 
0.012454970666421
i
Program-
i
Plan 
Added 
and 
Modified.
Actual
Development 
Time
2A j 110 205.0000
3A....; 33 99.0000 '
4A i 53 120.0000 j
5A j 75 142.0000 \
°A..... i 50 113.0000 . I
8A j 52 115.0000 j
V0 __ 92 125.0000 j
Total | 465 919
“■ r i i i i r- i ~~i i i
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
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Task Planning Template
Name: Raymol Rappai____________________
Pr ogram: 10 A______________________________
Instructor: Dr A,I. Concepcion_________________
Number: 9____________
Language: Java_________
Task Flan Actual
& Name Minutes Planned V alue
Cumulative 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Planned 
Value
Date Date EarnedValue
Cumulative 
Earned
V alue
1 Pl anning 15 7.4 15 7.4
2007-
12-02
2007-
12-02 7.4 7.4
2 High-levelDesign 17 8.2 32 15.6
2007-
12-02
2007-
12-02 8.2 15.6
3
High-level 
Design 
Revi ew
17 8.2 49 23.8 2007-12-02
2007-
12-02 8.2 23.8
4 Design -Cycle 1 10 5.1 59 28.9
2007-
12-03
2007-
12-03 5.1 28.9
5 Design -Cycle 2 10 4.7 69 33.5
2007-
12-03
2007-
12-03 4.7 33.5
6
Design
Revi ew -
Cycle 1
3 1.7 72 35.2 2007-12-03
2007-
12-03 1.7 35.2
7
Design
Revi ew -
Cycle 2
3 1.5 75 36.7
2007-
12-03
2007-
12-03 1.5 36.7
8 Code -Cycle 1 31 15.2 106 51.9
2007-
12-04
2007-
12-04 15.2 51.9
9 Code -Cycle 2 29 13.9 135 65.9
2007-
12-04
2007-
12-04 13.9 65.9
10
Code 
Review - 
Cycle 1
3 1.3 138 67.1 2007-12-04
2007-
12-04 1.3 67.1
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Task Plan Aetna!
11
Code 
Revi ew - 
Cycle 2
2 1.2 140 68.3 2007-12-04
2007-
12-04 1.2 68.3
12 Compile -Cycle 1 1 0.5 141 68.8
2007-
12-04
2007-
12-04 0.5 68.8
13 Compile -Cycle 2 1 0.4 142 69.2
2007-
12-04
2007-
12-04 0.4 69.2
14 Test -Cycle 1 19 9.4 161 78.6
2007-
12-04
2007-
12-04 9.4 78.6
15 Test -Cycle 2 18 8.6 179 87.2
2007-
12-04
2007-
12-04 8.6 87.2
16 Postmortem 26 12.8 205 100 2007-12-04
2007-
12-04 12.8 100
Totals 205 100
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Schedule Planning Teinplate
Name: Raymol Rappai____________________
Pr ogram: 10A________________
Instructor: Dr. A.I. Concepci on_________________
Number: 9____________
Language: Java_________
Han Actual
No. Date Direct Minutes
Cumulative 
Minutes
Cumulative 
H aimed
V alue
Direct 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Minutes
Cumulative 
Earned 
Value
1 2007-12-02 49 49 23.8 67 67 23.8
2 2007-12-03 26 75 36.7 77 144 36.7
3 2007-12-04 130 205 100 68 212 100
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